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Political Camps
Fling Charges,
Countercharges

Local Families
Move More Than
National Average

Residents of Calloway County
keep on the move, changing
their addresses more often than
We will have to say that Joe and people in most parts of the
Sue Spann are the nicest people United States.
to travel with. We got along
Because of the frequency with
fine. The biggest trouble we had which they pick up and move to
with Joe was to try to keep him new locations, the local
from paying for everything.
population is considered more
mobile than.average.
One thing struck us and this was
As for the reason that
the scarcity of matches. Here people move, sometimes it is to
you can get a handful most live in better style. With their
anywhere, but in Italy this is not incomes on the rise, many of
true, so if you go be sure and them switch to fancier, moretake plenty of matches.
modern houses than they were
able to afford previously.
Also, if you go, take along an
In other cases, a move
extra suitcase, empty. This is to becomes desirable because of a
bring back the stuff you buy. change in marital status or
Also take some comfortable because of employment opwalking shoes and one pair of portunities that open up in other
dress shoes. You need few locations.
formal clothes such as suits and
The extent to which Calloway
plenty of casual clothes.
County residents are given to
moving is revealed in a report
An unusual experience Was at from the Department of
the Blue Grotto at Capri. The Commerce, based upon data
grotto itself is a huge cave in the, gathered in the recent census. It
side of the cliff and on the inside covers a five-year period.
the water is a beautiful blue,
The figures show that 12,866
catching the reflected sunlight people in the local area, over
on the inside. The opening to the the age of five, were living in
grotto is about four feet wide different houses than they ha',
and about the same depth above been occupying five years
the water, Waves come in and earlier.
smash against the opening
Of this number, 6,074 merely
closing it almost entirely. You changed to other locations
get in a rowboat and the guy within the county. The other
running the boat times his
entrance into the opening by the
size of the waves. You have to
lie down in the boat to keep from
having your brains dashed out.
At a given moment, the guide
propels the boat into the
The Calloway County High
opening and you are on the
Band Boosters elected Bobby
Joe Sims as president of their
Continued on Page Eight t
organization in a meeting
Monday at the school.
Mrs. Hoyt McClure was
elected as vice president; Mrs.
Jewell McCallon, treasurer;
_
"Youth, —AfcGbVern-, aid -Mrs. Dorothy- Film, -secretary
Politics" will be the topic for the and Mrs. Ray Broach, reporter.
Bill Miller, Superintendent of
Wednesday 12:30 luncheon at
the United Campus Ministry. Calloway County Schools, spoke
Speaking on behalf of the briefly on the most immediate
Democratic ticket will be two needs of the school system. He
students, Ann Kelly Dodson and listed several things that were
pressing for attention in the
Bill Smith.
Mrs. Dodson,a sophomore art grade schools and said the
major from Murray was active board of education had called
in the recent Democratic for a reevaluation of the
gubernatorial race and has physical ability of the system
been supproting the McGovern- by the state department in an
Shriver ticket. Smith is a effort to take care of these
graduate student at Murray needs. He stressed the need for
State and honor graduate from public support of the broad
Vanderbilt University.
program of the school system.
The luncheons, held each
The goal of the Band Boosters
Wednesday at the United for new uniforms for the band
Campus Ministry, are open to was the topic of discussion for
the public. For information or the meeting. A two year goal
reservations call 753-3531.
was set for raising the $15,000.00
necessary for the unfiroms.
There are presently 93 memHaverstock Candidate
bers of the band with some 60
enrolled
in the elementary
For Juris Doctor Degree
schools.
Principal Howard Crittendon
Gary Richard Haverstock, praised the efforts of the Band
son of Mr. and Mrs. E.J.
Haverstock, 1109 Westgate
Drive, is a candidate for the
Juris Doctor degree at Ohio
Northern University in Ada,
Ohio, according to James L
Moore, registrar.

6,792 were newcomers who
came from other places to take
up residence in the area.
As for the number who may
have left the county to live
elsewhere, no figures are
available.
What it boils down to is that
50 out of every 100 persons in
Calloway County over the age of
five changed their addresses at
least once since 1965.
This mobility rate was
greater than the rate in the
United States as a whole, the
average being 47 percent.
In the East South Central
States the rate was 40 percent
and, in Kentucky, 41 percent.
The frequency with which
Americans
pack
their
beglongings and move is indicated in the latest government figures, which show that,
in the past year alone, more
than 36 million changed their
addresses. That means that nearly one
person out of every five in the
nation moved last year.

HAPPY WETSERS—Members of the French II class at Murray High School were awarded first
place in the 'Foreign Language Festival category for French original exhibits at Murray State
University last Friday. Shown with the exhibit which features Marie Antoinette and a guillotine are
(left to right ):Scott Willis, Jana Jones, Martha McKinney, Ginger Gilliam, Karla Wilkinson, Robert
Mason and Michele Timmerman,all sophomores. Students from high schools in West Kentucky and
West Tennessee competed in the festival, which was directed by Mrs. Suzanne Keeslar, instructor in
the department of Romance and Slavic languages,
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The Weather
Jackson Purchase
Mostly sunny, windy and
turning cooler today. Highs in
the low to mid 60s. Clear and
much colder tonight. Lows in
the mid to upper 30s. Wednesday increasing cloudiness and
continued cool. Highs in the low
to mid 50s. Outlook for
Thuriday warmer with chance
of rain.
Kentucky Extended Outlook
Cloudy and cool with a
chance of rain Thursday and
Thursday night, clearing and
cool Friday. Fair and slightly
warmer Saturday. Early morning lows in the . 30's Thursday
rising to the low and mid 40s
Friday and falling to the 30s
again Saturday. Afternoon
highs in the upper 50s and low
60s Thursday and Friday, rising to the 60s Saturday.

By R. PREGORY NOKES .
Associated Press Writer
President Nixon's campaign
director, Clark MacGregor, has
angrily denounced allegations
of political espionage against
the Nixon camp, while Sen.
George McGovern has hurled
the charges anew,
MacGregor said: "The mudslinging, the name-calling, the
unsubstantiated charges, the innuendos, the guilt by association, the character assassination, the second-hand hearsay,
are all tactics exclusively employed by the McGovernites
and their apologists."
McGovern, meanwhile, said

Vocational School
Typing Course At
To Begin Thursday
oThe Murray Vocational
School will conduct a 40 hour
course in typing for adults
beginning Thursday night,
October 19, 1972 at 6:30 p.m.
A class will be held on
Monday and Wednesday nights
from 6:30 -9:30 p.m., and also a
class on Tuesday and Thursday
nights from 6:30-9:30 p.m. The
school is located just off Doran
Road on Sycamore Street. The
class will meet for seven weeks.
The class is designed for
those who need to learn to type
and also need to improve their
typing skills," a school
spokesman said. The cost of the
course will be 85.00 for
registration. In addition, each
student will be ,required to
purchase the typing textbook."
To enroll, call the Murray
Vocational School at 753-1870
between the hours of 8:00 and

The peak mobility rate, it is
pointed out, is to be found
among persons in their early
20's. This is the age group that is
going to college, finding employment, serving in the armed
forces and setting up new
households.

Calloway Band Boosters Plan For
Drive For Funds New Uniforms
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Boosters for their support of the
band. He encouraged the interest of every band parent in
the Booster program.
A turkey shoot was planned
for November 4 to kick off the'
uniform drive. A shot gun will
be given away at the shoot. Gun
PROUD PRIZE WINNERS—Jimmy Fenton (left) and John Harcourt, both sophomores at Murray
tits may be_purchased from
any member of — tre -ha—ed" -High School,show off the original arj work that won them first prize in the Spanish category during
the Foreign Language Festival at Murray State Universitast rriday. Molly Wat!letti -11641 1164— 4:00 only.
beginning next week.
.
"The
Ticä'wftt
Terry Goodwin, director of worked on the exhibit, was not present for the photograph. They are students in the Spanish II class at
taken
on
a
first-come,
firstMurray
High.
the band, said the band would
served basis, and those not
march
in
the
M.S.U.
accepted into this class will be
Homecoming parade October
put on a waiting list for future
21. He said band members
classes," the spokesman added.
would be working at the turkey
A certificate of achievement
shoot as well as selling gun
will be given to those who
tickets.
successfully complete the
A special meeting is planned
course.
for October 30, and an effort will
be made to have every band
The Methodist Men's Club of
Faculty Hall, the newest Year Distinguished Service
parent present, Sims said.
the First United Methodist
classroom building on the Awards.
Dr. William G. Read, vice- Church will hear Parvin Bishop,
campus of Murray State
University, will be dedicated president for academic affairs Scout Executive of the Four
Senior Citizens Plan
Saturday, Oct. 21, as one of the and dedication
program Rivers Boy Scout Council,
Luncheon On Thursday
features of the school's Golden chairman, said the principal discuss the area-wide Boy Scout
The Lone Oak Primitive
program at their first meeting Baptist Church will have
people on the program are:
The Senior Citizens will have Anniversary Homecoming.
their regular potluck luncheon
Ceremonies at 12:45 p.m. in . —H. Glenn Doran, Murray of the year Wednesday at 6:30 special services on Thursday,
on Thursday, October 19, at 12 the ground floor west foyer of banker and chairman of the p.m. at the church.
October 19, at seven p.m.
All men of the church are
noon at the Commur.Ay Center the eight-story structure will university board of regents,
Elder Pittman of Texas and
on Ellis Drive.
include the unveiling of three who will unveil the plaque to automatically members of Elder Latimer will be the
Silverware, cups, plates, and plaques—one officially naming name the builjpg in honor of all Methodist Men and all are preachers for this speeial one
beverages will be furnished.
the building, one listing Murray State- faculty for their urged to be at this meeting night service and invite the
Items the women are making recipients of the Distinguished dedication to academic ex- Wednesday night, for a public to attend.
delicious meal and to hear their
for the December 9th bazaar Professor Award, and one cellence.
will be on display.
—Mrs. Martha Robertson outstanding speaker, according
listing faculty recipients of 25LADIES DAY GOLF
Ellison of Louisville, president to
Maurice
Humphrey,
The regular ladies day golf
of the Murray State Alumni president.
will be held Wednesday, OcThe Methodist Men sponsor tober 18, at the MurrayAssociation, who will unveil the
plaque recognizing the nine Troop 45 of the Boy Scouts. The Calloway County Country Club.
faculty members who have troop meets regularly in the Pairings will be made at the tee
,church on Tuesday nights. Boys 4 nine. a.m., according
to
(Continued on Page Eight)
between the ages of 11 and 17 Evelyn Jones, golf hostess.
are invited to participate in the
troop. Dr. James Byrn is
scoutmaster of Troop 45.

Faculty Hall To Be
Dedicated Saturday

Methodist Men To
Hear Boy Scout
Executive At Meet

Lone Oak Baptist"
Service Planned

Republican spokesmen were
trying to excuse political espionage and added: "These
ambitious men apparently will
stop at nothing to preserve
their own power. They would
undermine the republic to save
their White House parking
spaces."
The charges grow out of the
June 17 break-in and attempted
bugging at the Democratic national headquarters at the Watergate complex in Washington
and subsequent allegations by
McGovern and others that Nixon campaign supporters engaged in widespread espionage
activities against the Democrats.
Most of the statements by
both political camps centered
on the issue Monday with just
three weeks remaining until the
'Nov. 7 election.
(Continued on Page Eight)

Demonstration Will
Be Held On Friday
A demonstration on items
persons may make from scraps
out of their sewing bags will be
held Friday, October 20, at ten
a.m, in the educational building
of the First United Methodist
Church, Murray.
Mrs. Catherine Thompson
and Mrs. Dean Roper, county
extension agents in sewing, will
give the demonstration. All
interested persons are invited to
attend; an extension spokesman
said.

forensic League
In Competition
At Paducah Tourney
The1uffmoprivatrOTTni-Forensic League traveled to
Paducah Tilghman High School
for the Big Wind Tournament
last Saturday.
Third place ratings were
received by Jan Baggett in the
Original Oratory division, and
the team of Scott Willis and
Jana Jones in. Duet Acting.
Other students receiving
superior ratings were Shelia
Watson, Lezlee Bartholomy,
Roger Reed, Jeannie Hendon
and Debi Shinners.
Other students who made the
trip were Cheryl Brown, Beck
Younge, Johnny Cannon, Willie
Nell Reed, Harrel Brahley,
Deveen Perry, Laurie Beatty,
Cindy McPhearson, Barbara
Kemper, Doug Spencer, and
David Garrison
Mrs. D. L. Brown accompanied the students on the
trip. The next event for the
students will be held at Murray
State on October 28.
FREE PUPPIES
Puppies are available free to
persons for pets. For information call 753-6633.

Wayman's Chapel
Plans For Program

The United Group of
Clarksville, Tenn., will appear
at Wayman's Chapel A.M.E.
Church on Sunday, October 22,
at 7:30 p.m. "
A group of gospel singers
from Princeton will also be
featured on this program.
The public is urged to come
and hear these outstanding
singers, a church spokesman
said.
CAMPAIGN MEETING
The Nixon-Nunn Campaign
HOMECOMING DRAMA—Three cast members run through a scene from "A Flea in Her Ear," a Committee for Calloway CountY
French farce by Georges Feydeau to play Oct. 19-20-21 as one of the highlights of the 50th Anniversary will hold a meeting tonight in
Homecoming at Murray State University. Shown (left to right) are: Brad Holbrook, Lexington meeting room number two of
freshrgan; Steve Howard, Murray senior; and Galena Gage, Paducah freshman. Curtain time for the MSL1. Student Union
each performance of the three-act fall production of the University Theatre is 8 p.m. in the Price Building. The meeting will
Doyle Fine Arts Building. Directed by Robert E. Johnson, theatre arts chairman, the shwa is one begin at 7:30, and all persons
phase of the emphasis on drama during the 40th animal Homecoming weekend Oct. 20-21. Tickets wishing to help in the elction are
invited to attend, according to a
will be on sale at the door each evening.
' a
(iiIhnto by Wilson Woolley ) spokesman for the group.

Trophies To Be Given
At Stag Night Thursday
Trophies and other awards
for the winners in the MurrayCalloway Country Club men's
medal and match play tournaments will be awarded at the
regular men's stag night at the
club this Thursday night, according to Bob Billington, men's
golf chairman.
, Bill Thurman is chairman of
the stag night committee which
has arranged the showing of a
color movie on the 1972 Masters
Golf Tournament as a highlight
of this month's stag night.
Club members .desiring to
attend should make reser'John Ed Scott, Mayor Pro Tern, has proclaimed the week of
vations by contacting Thurman. October 15-22 as
National Business Women's Week. Mrs. Annie
or one of his committee
Nance, left, is president of the Murray Business and Professional
members: Vernon Shown, Don
Woman's Club.
Staff Photo by David Hill
Keller or Joe Thurman:
a

•

A

•
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Ten Years Ago Today
LMDGER M TIMMS FILM

Robert W. Puckett, age 90, former resident of
Calloway County. died at the Pipers Rest Home,
Paducah.
Miss Rogina Blackwood, daughter of Mrs. Ruth
Farley Blackwood of Murray, has been named to
the honor roll for the summer quarter at David
Lipscomb College, Nashville, Tenn.
Dr. Robert Alsup will discuss "Reading Difficulty:-Possible Causes and Corrections" at the meeting of
the International Reading Association to be held
today at Murray State College.
The New York Yankees won the 1962 World Series
Baseball by defeating the San Francisco Giants.

2.0 Years Ago Today
LEDGER

TIMMS TILL

Arwin Eton McClure, age 39, husband of the
former Bernice Rowland of Alm°, died October 9 at
Toledo. Ohio, after suffering burns on September 29.
The home of Richard Self was destroyed by fire
while the home of Roy Allison was damaged by fire,
both yesterday.
New officers of the Cherry Corner Baptist Church
WMS are Mesdames C. A. Bucy, Lourelle Forrest,
Ofus Outland, Lester Workman, Ruby Forrest,
Charity Garland, Rubel Thurman, Cassel Garrison,
and Hassell Shelton.
Mrs. Elmus Beale and Mrs. H. P. Wear presented
the program on "Ideals of the Old South" at the
meeting of the J. N. Williams chapter of the UDC
held at the home of Mrs. Beal on Coldwater Road.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
For whosoever exalted himself shall be abased:
and he that humbleth himself shall be exalted.—
Luke 14:11.
Our Christian service is hindered when we worry

- who gets the_ credit.ln heaven's household humility
is an i ndispensable virtue.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

is known by many names, most of
which are unfair. When TV is labeled the boob tube,
the idiot box, the time waster or the greatest con! sumer of mediocre talent known to man, the critic is
i
not only biased, he misses the point. TV has become
an eyesore, an animated billboard and a miracle
that broke its promise.
"Promises are traps for fools."

I

.. Television

i

iGovernment Action On
—Paraphrasing Baltasar Gracian

Interest Questioned
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK ( API — Interest
rates are rising again, but not
nearly so strongly as the crescendo of discussion about
them. Nobody is ceitain how
high they will go, but that isn't
the chief topic of conversation.
More to the point is the question of the government's attitude and whether it will step
into the picture with greater re
straint on the rate-setting freedom of banks, perhaps even
using direct controls.
That prospect is remote at
the moment, but the very possibility is enough to disturb some
bankers, who are still recovering from a profits pinch that
lasted though 1971 and into the
;
:first months of this year.
The addition of new controls
by the government would be a
,.shock not only for bankers but
for the entire business community, which has become accuS- tomed in recent weeks to speculating about when wage-price
• controls would be ended.
;
Speaking at the American
Bankers Association annual
convention in Dallas this *eek,
the deputy secretary of the
Treasury, Charts E. Walker,
urged members to use restraint
. in their rating practices.'
But it was his statement that
long-term interest rates are too
high and should come down
that provokes speculation on
the question, "What if they

6

don't?" and suggests the
chance of direct controls.
The government could act
quickly. Already existing is a
presidential interest and dividend committee assigned the
job of maintaining interest.rate
stability. It is headed by Arthur
F. Burns, who also heads the
Federal Reserve.
Ironically, one of the pressures on rates comes from the
government itself because of
big budget deficits that must be
financed through competitive
borrowing in. the market, thus
reducing the supply of lendable
funds.
Other borrowing pressure is
exerted by the strengthening
economy. As economic prospects improve, companies find
themselves needing additional
funds for expansion, and so the
prime rate is up to 5.75 per
cent from 5.5-a week ago.
Individuals too are more inclined to borrow as confidence
returns. The outlook for prospective homebuyers is also one
of higher rates, the result of a
continued housing demand and
a- slackening of lendable funds
as depositors reduce their rate
of' saving.
However, hornebuyers might
find themselves in a relatively
better position than industrial
borrowers. More than four million homes will have been built
in 1971-1972, thus wiping out,
much of the backlog from 1969
and 1970.

Secretaries Decide
To Observe Boss Day
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK 1API — After
some hassling during many coffee breaks over the . past few
weeks or so, the secretaries of
America have decided to observe National Boss Day next
Monday. Oct. 16.
The observance will be in the
form of certain dispensations
granted to the boss, "without
fear of recrimination," said
Margaret Dillon of Birmingham, Ala., president of the National Secretaries Association.
On that day alone, for example, the boss may disappear
once without telling his secretary where he is going and for
how long, said Mrs. Dillon.
The decision was hardly unanimous, and many secretaries
are expected to ignore the day,
claiming that their bosses
failed to observe National Secretaries Week, which is the last
full week in April. Note: week,
not day.
The NSA is made up of 29,000
secretaries who have passed
education and proficiency requirements that become increasingly tougher as one seeks
the coveted rating of Certified
Professional Secretary. Only 6,188 have attained the rating.
Most CPS's are fully capable
of running the office and all its
occupants, including the top
man or woman, as suggested
by the following dispensations
they are granting their bosses

on Monday.
You may:
—Dictate one letter with your
back to me.
—Take one file and give it
away without telling me to
whom.
—Make one business appointment without letting me in on
it.
—Make one rude statement
about my never being at my
desk when you have forgotten
the mission on which I was dispatched by you.
—Open the mail this one day
and scatter it around with no
regard to replying or routing.
—Start dictating . 15 minutes
before. the close Of_ the _day_ illstead of the usual 30 minutes.
—Repeat once more the funny story which I have already
heard many times.
—Have me place one longdistance phone call and then be
away from your office when it
goes through.
Understandably, there is a
danger that, permitted such
luxuries, a poorly trained or
naive boss might fall into bad
habits that might seriously offend his secretary. The latter,
therefore, will be cracking the
whip again Tuesday morning.
Monday is your day bosses.
Enjoy it, and don't forget to
mark down on your calendar,
in legible writing that your secretary can't help but read, that
National Secretaries Week begins next April 22.

Teddy Potts won first place on
both hiskJersey junior jearling
and senior yearling at the MidSouth Fair at Memphis, Tenn.

Members Of
Quota Club
Visit Center

Campus Lights Activity
Gaining Momentum Daily

Two members of the Quota
Club of Murray, Mrs. Helen
Spann, President, and Mrs.
Virginia Morgan, visited in the
Hearing
and
Language
Development Center in Benton
on Thursday, October 12, from
10:30 to 11:30 a.m.
The children enrolled in the
Hearing and Language School
were treated with cokes and a
choccolate cake shaped and
decorated as a rabbit, prepared
by Mrs Morgan and Mrs Spann.
The children enrolled and
attending the school are Kim
Goodman, Kendall Turner,
Shawn Oakley, Nita Gibson,
Donna Brewer, Shannon
Collins,
Tonya
Collins,
Jonathan Slaughter, and Keith
York. They are from both
Calloway County and Marshall
County and range from four to
six years of age.
The school is organized and
funded unter Title VI and is
under the supervision of Mrs.
Cindy Swain, speech therapist,
Mrs. Linda Elzie, hearing
therapist, and Mrs. Karen Hill,
secretary.
Mrs.
Martha
Gallagher is a student teacher
from
Murray
STATE
University practicing under
Mrs. Swain.
The Quota Club of Murray has
made contributions to tht
Hearing and Language School
in the past which were used for,
the purchase of hearing aids
and other equipment.

By Dwain McIntosh
Nobody' is thinking much yet
about "Campus Lights" at
Murray State University—
except students who are putting
traditional
together
the
February musical production.
Although the 36th annual
version of the student-produced
show is not scheduled until Feb.
15-16-17—more than four
months from now—the behindthe-scenes activity is gathering
momentum daily.
Larry Stinson of Madisonville, senior directOr of the show
this year, said progress on the
writing of the script and on the
choice of music is -running on
schedule." Ed Colter of Lorain,
Ohio, is the assistant director.
Noting that "the script is
taking shape very well—and
should be finished sometime in
November," Stipson added that
the script-writing crew of four
students has been at work since
June on the project.
He emphasized that an early
completion of the script is the
goal so that people who attend
cast tryouts in early December
can see the script before they
audition. Stinson identified the
four writers as:
Kathy Armstrong,senior, and

Matisse Wilkins, junior, both of
Paducah; Wayne Muller,
Syracuse, N.
(Y., senior; and
Danny Russell': Camden, Tenn.,
senior.
Among other members of the
production staff are: Mack
McGrannahan, Lexington
senior, band director; Sharon
Petty, Hopkinsville senior,
chorus director; Bruce Boone,
Henderson sophomore, lighting
director; and Debbie Levell,
Paducah
senior,
choreographer.
Richard W. Farrell, chairman of the music department at
Murray State, is the faculty
adviser.
Written, performend and
directed by students at the
university, the show is sponsored each year by local
chapters of two professional
music fraternities—Sigma
Alpha Iota and Phi Mu
Alphawith proceeds going into a
music scholarship fund.
Stinson said spot rehearsals
immediately
begin
will
following auditions. All participaats will report back to the
campus early from the
semester and Chrsitmas
holiday break in January to
begin full rehearsals.

Journalism Open House
Planned For Homecoming

By Dwain McIntosh
Rent Watch Answers, : Journalism
at Murray State
University will show off its new
Rent Questions
look with an open house as part

Louisville,
Kentucky—The
Potts has also won honors at Internal Revenue Service has
cattle shows at the Calloway available a publication from
County Fair, the Hickman Donald Rurnsfield, Director,
County Fair at Clinton, the Cost of Living Council, called
Kentucky State Fair at "Rent Watch" for Social
Louisville, the Henry County Security Beneficiaries. The
Fair at Paris, Tenn., and the publication answers questions
Western Kentucky Fair at concerning Rent Control.
Taxpayers may obtain this
Hopkinsville.
publication from the Social
The local man operates a Security
office nearest them or
Grade A Dairy Farm at Coldby visiting or calling the local
water with his father, Sherwood IRS office.
The publication is
Potts.
numbered 5-3053 (9-72).

lowered beilings, paneled walls,
carpeting, air-conditioning and
new furniture.
Serving as faculty co-advisors
of Homecoming Day activities to the newspaper are Dr. Robert
on the campus Saturday, Oct. H. -McCaughey and Edgar P.
21.
Trotter.
Scheduled from 8:30 to 10:30
a.m. in Room Ill of historic old
Wilson Hall, the open house will
include a tour of the newlyrenovated quarters of the October 13, 1972
Murray State News,the campus
newspaper, journalism faculty ADULTS
97
offices and
a
seminar NURSERY 4
classroom.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
To tie. the event to the 50th
Baby Boy Hopkins (Mrs.
Anniversary Observance of the Janet Elaine Hopkins), Route
8,
Ainiversity, Dr. Harry M. Murray,
Baby Boy Cathey
Sparks,
Murray
State
Lorna Maxine Cathey),
president, and Owensboro artist (Mrs.
1617 Kirkwood, Murray.
C. G. Morehead will be on hand'
DISMISSALS
at 8:30 to present a framed print
James Howard Suiter, 1607
of Morehead's painting . of
Dodson, Murray, Mrs. Anima
for hanging in, the
H. Sholar, Route 1, Box , ka0.
Murray, Miss Marsh Jo
Dr. I.. J. Hortin, director of
Roberts, 805 Broad, Murray,
journalism, and Chris Doughty
Dewey Max Dick, Route I,
of Louisville,senior editor of the
Benton,
Leland Lane Lawrence,
Murray State News and past
president of the campus chapter Route 1, Kirksey, Mrs. Melanie
of Alpha Phi Gamma national Todd and Baby Girl, 1409 Main,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Evelyn
honorary journalism fraternity,
will accept the gift from the Renfroe and Twins, Route 5,
Murray, Mrs. Iva Lee Knight,
Alumnia Association.
213 South 11th, Murray, Mrs.
Morehead, nationally
renowned painter of historic Edith Alene Gammon, Route 1,
buildings, was commissioned to Buchanan, Tenn., Harold
paint ,Oakhurst as part of the Thomas Boyd, Jr., 602 South
commemoration of the school's 9th, Murray, Mrs. Alice Jane
50th anniversary. Originally the Burnett,( 96, Hazel, Mrs.
home of Dr. Rainey T. Wells, Phyllis Sue eisenberger and
founder of Murray State, Baby Boy, Route 7, Mayfield,
Oakhurst was served since 1937 Master Troy Steven Conner.
as the traditional residence of Route 1, Benton, Mrs. Valerie
Jane Rowland and Baby Boy,
Murray State presidents.
214
Woodlawn, Murray, Jewell
Hortin, who, expressed
-elation and gratification" with Burgess Hurt. 1702 Ryan.
the renovation done during the Murray, Mrs. Mabel Sirress
past summer, said the jour- Schulz, 904 Olive, Murray.
nalism faculty, newspaper staff
and Alpha Phi Gamma% mem- Good old days?
NEW YORK 1UPII —
bers will host the open house.
When it came to washing
--Besides the tour, refreshments will be served, .a slide clothes, the good old days were
pretty bad. America's frontier
presentation will be shown, and
housewife needed a full day
copies of-a special Homecoming every week to get her washing
edition of the Murray State done. First she had to build a
News will be available for pick fire to heat the water. Then she
had to pump and carry the
water. sort anti soak the
Calling • the improvements
clothes, boil them, scrub them
"an excellent 'morale buioder
on a washboard, rinse and
for the newspaper staff and the
wring them out by hand, hang
faculty," Hortin listed several
them on a line, and finally
features of -the renovation- empty the tubs.

Hospital Report

Shower System Designed
Oakhurst
For Skylab Space Craft •--newsmom.
-----

NEWPORT NEWS, Va.(AP)
— Astronauts on the Skylab
mission will be able to wash
that space dust right out of
their hair with a shower system
designed for zero-gravity environment.
When the Skylab workshop is
placed in orbit next year, astronauts Charles' Conrad Jr., Dr.
Joseph P. Kerwin and Paul J.
Weita will be able to take
earth-type shower baths, thanks
to the ingenuity of researchers
at the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration's Langley
Research Center.
The shower cubicle, according to John B. Hall Jr. of LRC,
is a collapsiable fabric arrangement which will be anchored to
the spaceship's deck and
opened only when needed to
save space for the number of
other experiments planned during the venture.
Water, in zero gravity envirailroad, he said
ronment, presented special
Burke's attorney, Eugene Re- problems. Instead of flowing
rat, said the settlement is tax downward, the water sticks to
free, both from federal" and the person a-R-- the shower
'state levies. The Minneapolis walls and cannot be transferred
lawyer declined to comment on to the drain.
To overcome the flow probhis fee, but'attorneys normally
receive 25 to 30 per cent in per- lem, the researchers devised a
vacuumatowel technique in
sonal injury cases.
Burke, who had been working which a small vacuum cleaner
for the company for two years, device sucks the water droplets
was injured last November from the wall, transporting
near Waterville, Iowa, when a . them to the storage site. In adlarge U-shaped steel beam he dition, the bather uses special
had helped load into a railroad towels.
car toppled over.
"There were all sorts of probThe suit charged that the ac- lem* to solve," Hall said. "We
cident was caused by the com- discovered that a hand-held
pany's negligence in not secur- spray would best meet our
ing the beam before moving the needs, rather than the
car.
traditional shower fixture in the
ceiling or side of the wall.
Break for migrants
"Our job was to find a way
EAST LANSING. Mich.
((Wit—Sons and daughters of for the astronauts -to take a
migrant workers are now total bath, including the head,
eligible to acquire Michigan lir ,izeto gravity, and retrieve
residrncy for eneollinen
the. :' water for subsequent
purposes at Michigan State
reuse."
tinoi_ersity, thus reaticing
Space shower bath technology
tuition costs.
Under the plan, the development at the research
residency test is met if the' center began in 1968 when sciparent or legal guardian of a entists realized there would be
"minor student or a student who a-personal hygiene facility rehas reached 18 has been quirament as longer space
trips
employed as a migrant worker
.was to
in Michigan for a minimum of were made. The idea,
two mOnthe each ),ear for three come up with something to susastronauts—baththe
tain
of the past five years.

Accident Victim Given
$1 Million Settlement
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. AP)
— "I'd give up the million dollars to be able to get up and do
things," says Pat Burke.
'Paralyzed from the , neck
down since his, spinal*trolumn
was crushed in a railroad accident last fall, the 21-year-old
Burke commented after being
awarded $1 million from the
Milwaukee Road in a settlement reached Friday in U.S.
District Court.
Attorneys said the $1 million
is the largest ever received in a
personal injury suit in Minnesota and one of the largest
ever avinst a\railroad..
Burke told \, newsmen he
-doesn't even know how much
$1 million is" and hasn't given
any thought to how he will use
it.
.We have talked a little
about having a trout farm or,
something like that," said his
wife, Renee. "Pat loves the outof-doors. He used to like to hunt
and fish."
The couple has a 1-year-old
son and own's' a home in Rochester, Minn.
&nice ,was hospitalized for
eight months at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester. The more than
$20,000 in hospital bills was covered by his insurance with the

Teddy Potts Wins
At Memphis Fair
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wise—for periods up to two
years or more.
, For shorter space flights, astronauts have cleaned up, in a
way, with wet wipers similar to
those used on airliners after a
meal.
In 1970, LRC awarded a contract to the Martin-Marietta
Corp.'s Denver Division to
build a shower prototype and
its related components. Hall
served as technical manager
during that phase of the projNew airport
foe Manila
MANILA IUPII — A new
international airport will be
erected in Bularan province, 18
miles northwest of Manila.
President Ferdinand
F..
Marcos announced. The
airport will be known as the'
Philippine International
Airport.
A :itch theeses
NFA Ofik It PI —Wheti
working with ear-perm-% tools or
experimenting ssith.
a i:hemistry
set, be-careful. %old ••17,-- injuries as well as hand injuries.
Children mid adults should
%%ear safety goggles to protect
the eyes friimflying hits (if
wood, nails or whateier. Safet%
goggles art' important. too, in
lin)!I.I'ling eyes from i.hensicals
that may splash or explode.
11CjIL9
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ORK iUPli ame to washing
good old days were
America's frontier
ended a full day
to get her washing
she had to build a
the water. Then she
mp and carry the
and soak the
I them, scrub them
hboard. rinse and
out by hand, hang
a line, and finally
tube.

By University of Kentucky it should be just
right.-Patricia
County Extension Agents
Curtsinger, Benton, Ky. 42005
For Home Economies
A handmade gift carries u
Place small potted plants that
it the very spirit of Christmas. you bring inside for the winter
Whether it is a labor of love or a on a lazy swan near a window.
last minute stocking stuffer, Turning the flowers becomes
you put into its making easy. Just move the lazy susan
something of yourself. The a little each time you water the
person who receives such a gift plants.-Mrs, Mildred W. Potts,
will long remember your LaCenter, Ky. 41056.
thoughtfulness. There's another
joy in giving such a gift, the
MAIL ORDER HELPER
creative, rewarding activities. When you order merchandise
Think of the savings from use of by mail, write the company's
scraps and then, too, it helps address on your check stub. If
clean out a closet or drawer. Bet correspondence is necessary
you wonder why you saved later, you will have the insome of that stuff! Attend one of formation
right at hand.the demonstrations, "Gifts Maxine Griffin, Federal Bldg.,
froTn Scraps", to be given in the Clinton, Ky. 42031. 653-2231.
eight Purchase Counties the last
two weeks in October. Whatever
way you like to work with your
hands-sewing, crochet, gluing,
etc.-we offer suggestions for
gift ideas for almost everyone
on your list. Call you local
Extension Office for the date of Mrs. Henry McKenzie enthe one in your county.--- tertained thirteen P.E.O.
Catherine C. Thompson, Hick- members of Chapter M and
man, Ky. 42050 Phone 236-2351- three friends from Chapter
Mrs. Den Roper, Mayfield, Ky. D.G., Poplar Bluff, Mo., with a
42066 Phone 247-2334.
luncheon Saturday, October 14,
in her home. She was assisted
ATTRACTIVE AND CON- by Mrs. John Quertermous and
VENIENT CLOSETS Do you Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Jr. Mrs.
have difficulty remembering in Olga Freeman gave the inwhich box you stored last vocation.
season's garments? Labeling
Following the luncheon, the
each box avoids the frustrations business meeting was conand saves much time and ducted by the president, Mrs.
energy. When you have covered Quertermous. Devotions were
the several boxes to fill your given by Mrs. Lathe „Clark,
closet shelves, all in a chaplain. Mrs. Harry M. Sparks
beautifully designed contac or read the minutes of last meeting
wallpaper, they will last for and Mrs. A.H. Titsworth served
-years but the contents often as treasurer pro-tern. .
change. Rather than listing the
Mrs. Hugh Oakley emcontents on the box, list them phasized the November 6
with felt tip pen on a long strip evening meeting in the home of
of stiff paper, which is folded in Mrs. Morgan Sisk. This will be a
center and hung over the edge "Stiching and Stirrings" sale to
of the box. Next season, the box augment the treasury.
is still attractive and another
For the afternoon program,
list can replace last season's the president introduced Mrs.
list. Fabric cut-outs of drapery George S. Hart who gave a
and bedspread fabric can also delightful travelog on her
decorate latex painted boxes, recent Mediterranean freighter
also window shades. Brush cruise. "It was a dream come
colorless nail polish around the true," declared the speaker as
edges of the designs and let it she showed slides and spoke
dry before cutting them out. informally about the trip from
This will prevent them from the time she and three other
fraying.--Juanita Amonett, companions left New York in
Courthouse, Paducah, Ky. February until they returned in
42001.
items
April. Interesting
representing the various
Don't overbroil liver. Dip the Europena countries were
slives in melted butter or displayed and explained.
margarine, place on cold
broiler grill, and broil about
Mrs. McKenzie welcomed the
three minutes on each side. following Missouri guests:
When the liver is no longer red- Mesdames R.V. Standard,
Charles T. Fielding and Henry
Wolpers. Members-present_
other than those noted were:
Maurice
Mesdames
P.
Christopher, L.J. Hortin, Edward M. Nunnelee (Mayfiled),
The executive council of the John Nutter, and. Paul W.
Calloway County High School Sturm.
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America met
Thursday, October 5, after
school in the home economics
department of the school with
The Calloway County Chapter
the president, Theresa Rudolph,
of the Future Teachers of
presiding.
Officers discussed plans for America met on Friday, Octhe next chapter meeting. They tober 6, in the school cafeteria
also evaluated the first chapter with the president, Miss Stacy.
meeting of this year and Adams, presiding.
Miss Joni Tidwell gave the
discussed what could be imdevotion. Reports were given by
proved at the next meeting.
Plans were made for the the secretary and the treasurer.
UNICEF Drive and for Daddy- Miss Vera Herndon gave the
Date
Night. Other an- service project report.
The president passed out the
nouncements were made and
the meeting was closed with the committee sheets which were
discussed. She also announced
regular ritual.
Eleven officers Were present the candy sale to start on Ocalong with the two advisors, tober 20, according to the
Mrs. Bess Kerlicir- and Miss chapter reporter, Coleen
Cavanaugh.
Lucy Forrest.

4,Chapter M Of PEO
Sisterhood Meets
At McKenzie Home .

Calloway Executive —
Council FHA Meets

Future Teachers Of
Calloway High Meet

CATHEY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cathey,
1617 Kirkwood, Murray, are the
parents of baby boy, Bradley
Reed, weighing eight poinds
three ounces, born on Friday,
October 13, at 6:13 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed at
the General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Cathey and Mr.
and Mrs. Rudy Weyland, all of
Detroit, Mich. A great grandmother is Mrs. Mavis Kirks of
Murray.

The parents of St. Leo's
preschool
made
fingerpaintings, cut colored tissue
paper and pasted it in various
combinations and designs •onto
sheets of white paper, as well as
creating objects out of a mixture of sawdust, flour and
water, at the meeting at the
school on Tuesday, October 10.
, The parent's art work was
then taken home for inspection
by St. Leo preschool children.
The evening's activities were
planned and conducted by
Carolyn Oettinger who 'sup_
tilementett the-activities - with
numerous suggestions on ways
of getting involved in arts and
crafts with a preschool child
and on using this to increase a
child's confidence in its own
abilities.
The arts and crafts were
preceded by a short business
meeting and represented one of
a series of events designed to
involve parents in
the
preschool, a unique feature of
the St. Leo's Cooperative.
The November meeting will
feature Dr. William Emener,
Coordinator
the
of
Rehabilitation Training
Programs at Murray State
University, who will address
parents -and anyone interested
on the topic "The fathers role
in child-rearing".
Anyone wishing information
on the preschool or on the
programs may contact Nancy
Adams at 753-8115 or Peggy
Billington at 753-1799.
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$1,000,900 Haircut
Now $100°0
'CUSTOM CUT
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FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL HEAD
This Custom Cut is not for everyone, just the
carefree young lady who never wants to set her hair!

For Your Custom Cut Call . . .
— 753-3142

Murray Beauty Salon
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Chestnut Street

Brenda Newberry Installed As Worthy
Matron Of Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star held
its regular meeting and installation of new officers on
Tuesday, October 10, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at
the Masonic Hall.

Mrs. Faye Lamb, worthy
matron, assisted by Dee Lamb,
worthy patron, presided at yhe
meeting. The chapter was
opened with prayer followed by
the presentation of the
American flag by the marshal'
and allegiance given.
Special guests introduced
RILEY BOY
were
Bill Cates, Mayfield 443,
Adam Wade is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Jerry past grand patron of KenRiley oeMurray Route Two for tucky; Margo Cromwell, grand
their baby boy, weighing eight chapter committee woman,
pounds twelve ounces, born on Clinton 539; Dorothy Brown and
Ken Maynard, deputy grand
Thursday, October 12, ,at 4:01
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway matron rand patron of District
22; Dixie Alderdice, grand
County Hospital.
The new father is employed at representative; and worthy
the General tire and Rubber matrons and worthy patrons
from visiting chapters.
Company, Mayfield.
'
Also visiting were Mr. and
Grandparents are Mrs. Mrs.
Ralph Riley of Murray Route Mrs. E. 0. Hicks of Van Dykes
Two and Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Loyalty No. 550, Warren, Mich.
Wheeler of Sedalia Route One. Mrs. Hicks is county officer
Great grandparents are Carlin chaplain for her chapter.
Other Murray officers serRiley of Kirksey and Mrs. Galen
ving
were Euldene Robinson,
Myers of Murray Route Two.
associate matron; Charles
Jackson, associate patron;
HARR LSON Ho v
A baby boy, Matthew Martin, Frances Churchill, secretary;
weighing eight pounds thirteen Nell Robbins, treasurer; Judith
ounces, was born to Mr. and Jackson, conductress; Brenda
Mrs. Keith Harrison, 306 Newberry, associate conJerome Drive, Paris, Tenn:, on ductress; Howard McNeely,
Thursday, October 12, at 10:31 chaplain; Alma McNeely,
p.m, at the Murray-Calloway marishall;
Louise Short,
County Hospital. organist.
The new father is employed at
Star points were Robbie
Wilson, Adah; Sybill Lasater,
Midland Ross, Paris, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr. and Ruth; Betty Riley", Esther;
Mrs. Martin Harrison of Lan- Ruth Moffett, Martha protein;
sing, Mich., and Mr. and Mrs. June Crider, Electa; Jerry
Gust Christensen of Her- Lamb, sentirael.
A short recess was called
mansville, Mich.
before the installation of new
officers. An addendum _ was
given for Mrs. Faye Lamb,

Preschool Parents
Learn Ways Of Arts
And Crafts At Meet

Murray, Kentucky
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retiring
Murray
worthy
matron. Shw was escorted to
the East by Judith Jackson and
presented gifts by the
following
past
worthy
matrons
of
Murray
Chapter; Frances Churchill,
Euldene Robinson, June Crider,
Alma
McNeely, Brenda
Newberry, Nell Robbins, and
Judith Jackson.
During the installation June
Crider served as installing
officer and was assisted by
Charles Jackaon, assistant
officer; Warne Holmes, marshall;
Dorothy
Brown,
chaplain; Olene
Portis,
organist; Ray Perkins, warder;
Ken Maynard, sentinel,
,
New officers installed Were
Brenda Newberry, worthy
matron; Dee Lamb, worthy
patron; ,Euldene Robinson,
associate matron; Doyce
Morris, associate patron;
Frances Churchill, secretary;
Nell Robbins, treasurer; Sybil
Lasater, conductress; Audrey
Roberts, associate conductress;
Alma McNeely, marshall;
Louise Short, organist.
Retiring worthy matron, Mrs.
Lamb, presented each of her
officers with a gift. Dee Lamb,
worthy patron, was presented
the past patron's pin by Charles
Jackson.
The chapter was
by
new officers with Howard
McNeely, chaplain, leading the
closing prayer.
During the social hour
refreshments were served to
the sixty-five members and
guests.
Chapters represented were
Mayfield 443, Hardin
277,.
Temple Hull 511, Cuba 519,
Clinton 539, Alford 445, and
Warren, Mich., 500.
The next regular meeting will
be held on Tuesday, November
_It at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Hall.

tFowiectiette
Tuesday, October -17
The Murray-Calloway CoUnty
Association for Retarded
Children will meet at the Mental
Health Center, 702 West Main
Street, at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbor for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.

of the Coles Camp Ground
Chtirch will meet at the home of
Mrs. Austelle Crouse at 7:30
p.m.
The Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Jim Washer at one p.m.
The general meeting of the
Baptist Women of the First
Church will be held at the
church at 6:30 p.m. following
the weekly fellowship supper.

The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 730
is-str-, %Otis-Mesdames-Josiah LjAdies,brid&_will be played
Darnall, Eugene Berrill, at the Oaks Country CluEat 9:15'
Donald Brock, James Carlin, a.m. with Freda Butterworth
M.G. Carman, Millard Carman, 753-1293 as hostess
to be
Donald Burke, and Charles followll with a potluck lunTolley as hostesses.
cheon with Mrs. Butterworth
and Mrs. Ginny Hopkins as
All women and youth of the hostesses.
Hazel Baptist Church are urged
The Baptist Women of the
to attend the meeting at the Elm
Grove Baptist Church will
church at seven p.m. to hear meet
at the church at 7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Norman Culpepper speak
on "Mission Work."
Wednesday, October 18
The Executive Board of the
Kirksey PTA will meet at the
home of Mrs. Joe Thornton at
.
1:30 p.m.

Thursday, October 19
The Senior Citizens will meet
at the Community Center at ten
a.m. A potluck luncheon will be
served at noon.
The Murray' Business and
Professional Women' Club will
meet at the Murray Woman's
Club House at 6:30 p.m.

The J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet at the
home of Dr. Helene Visher at • The Home Department of the
1:30 p.m. with Mrs. Helen Murray Woman's Club will
Lassiter and Mrs. Jois Sam- have a breakfast at the Club
mons as cohostesses. The house at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs.
program will be on "Songs of A.M. Alexander, Mrs. F.B.
Crouch, Mrs. K.T. Crawford,
South."
and Mrs. Quinton Gibson as
The Baptist Women of Elm hostesses.
Grove Church Will have a
mission study at the church at
The Baptist Young Women of
7:30 p.m.
the First Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. Ron
The United Methodist Women Wright at 7:30 p.m.
.
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Dea-A1)13*Curious mother, girls
should see art museum
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: That letter from the mother of little girls
who wanted to bathe her neighbor's little boy !with her
little girls "helping"! so they could see what a little boy
looked like has been on my mind. Maybe the little boy is
just as curious, and should get equal time. Sounds awful WI
me!
It reminds me that while traveling in Italy many years
ago and visiting churches, women with bare arms were not
permitted in churches for fear the monks would be "disturbed." Meanwhile, these monks would be seen roaming
around the art galleries gazing at the nude paintings!
Perhaps the mother should take her curious daughters
to an art museum. There are plenty of nude figures there
NEW YORKER
and no one thinks a thing of it.
DEAR NEW YORKER: And if they're ever in Florence
(Italy), they shouldn't miss Michelangelo's "David."

DEAR ABBY: Some letters you had in your column
from the husbands who were patting themselves on the
back because they forgave their wives for having affairs
prompts me to write.
About a year ago my wife forgave me for an affair
which I knew almost from the start was a mistake. She
assured me that all was forgiven. She hasn't mentioned it
since, but hardly' a day goes by when she hasn't mentioned
something she wants me to buy her She seldom goes
anywhere with me, unless it's to see some of her friends.
Mine have been crossed off our social list. She hasn't had
sex with me for a year. (She says she doesn't "feel" like it.]
Do you think she has forgiven me? I am beginning to
wish I hadn't crossed the other woman off my list.
TIRED OF IT ALL

ternoon, November 5, at 2:30
p.m.
Mrs.
Lee Davis, vice
president, had charge of
arrangements, assisted by four
people-programmers, Mrs.
Harold Pewitt of the Fulton
area, Mrs. Eli Meador, Martin
area, Mrs. Robert Hill, Murray
area,and Mrs. Glenn Hill, Paris
area.
The 1973 calendar of evknts
was planned with the
dates
and places to be announced
later.
se •
At the nooa hour a delicious
covered dish luncheon was
enjoyed.,Mrs. Douglas gave pe
invocation.
Fourteen district members
attended and one conference
officer, Mrs. J. D. -Wilson.

The Murray High School
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America held
its formal initiation at the
regular meeting held on
Tuesday, October 10, at the
library of the school. Pictures
for the annual were taken in the
gym prior to the meeting.
Reports were given Karen
Allbritten and Linda Ransom on
being an honor roll chapter;
Becky Thornton and Jenne Pool
on scholarships; and Nancy
Garrison, national projects.
These girls had attended the'
district meeting held recently at
Sedalia and attended special
workshops.
A report of the state meeting
held at Murray State University
the past summer was given by
Paula Lyons, Cathy Geurin,
Patsy Mathis, and Selwyn
Schultz.
The devotion was given by
Vicki Roberts, Pam Tucker,
and Terry Dick. The program of
the work committee report was
given. Donna Humphries gave a
report on the changes in the bylaws.
Rhonda Garland told of the
resulta of informal initiation.
The three girls with the highest
number of merits were Jeannie
Hendon, Becky Thornton, and
Willie Nell Reed.
Present for the meeting were
Lynda Frye and Pamela Roach,
future student teachers, and
Mrs. G. T. Lilly, chapter advisor.

Miss Janey Kelso
Presides At Meet

DEAR TIRED: She obviously SAID the forgave you.
Meanwhile, Ores milking your mistake for all it's worth.
When you think you've been punished enough, tell her!
Unless you want to spend the rest of your life under her
unforgiving thumb.

The regular monthly meeting
of the Calloway County High
School Beta Club was held at the
school on Wednesday, October
11.
Miss Janey Kelso, president,
presided at the meeting with the
minutes being read and
treasurer's report given.
The program, given by Pam
Wright, was a cutting from the
play, "The King and I."
Mark Miller was elected'
devotional leader by the club
members.
It was announced that the
Beta Club will have a bake sale
in front of the old Belk's store on
the west side of the court
square in downtown Murray.
Plans were completed for the
district Beta meeting.

DEAR ABBY: At the beginning of summer I made up
a "time schedule" for my children, since I didn't want to
go thru another summer seeing them lie around doing
nothing all day.
Some children are lucky enough to have summer jobs,
or go to summer school, or summer camp, but judging
from the favorable comment from neighbors, friends and
repairmen who have seen my schedule posted on my kitchen wall, it's a pretty good idea.
I make a "chart" listing chores that must be done
daily (Monday thru Saturday-Sunday is a "free" day I, and
I indicate which child is to do what on each day. It works
like a charm, especially when I tell one of them to take out
the garbage, and he says, "It's HER turn . . I did it
yesterday." Then trying to be fair, I wrack my brain trying
to remember who was right.
I'm sorry I didn't think of sharing this idea with your
readers sooner, Abby, but there is always next summer.
LUCILLE H.
DEAR LUCILLE.: Thanks for suggesting it now. The
surinnerirseenris-get.elatiat together

Finest formula available
-without a prescription for

tacrit,YeAL---------.4-____—EMILL_Ir 1Cq

DEAR ABBY: Mighty kind of you to have put in a good
word for the much maligned stepmothers of the world with
your statement, "Abraham Lincoln was referring to his
Sl'EPMOTHER when he said, 'all that I hope to be. I owe
to my angel mother.'"
I challenge that. When Lincoln's mother died he was
nine years and 235 days old. He knew and loved his mother,
Nancy Flanks Lincoln, and I believe he was referring to'
HER, and not to his stepmother, Sarah Bush Johnston
Lincoln. Respectfully,
A STUDENT OF LINCOLN

COUGHS and
COLDS
6-Way Capsule to Stop
coughing ,-- Decongest head
,area--- Relieve pain-Restore
free breathing-Build resistance -Control allergy symptoms. Ready to go to work
NOW to bring RELIEF.

TRY — SINA-SPANS
available at

Problems! Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write fa
ABBY, BOX (9700. L. A.. CALIF. 90069 and enclose a
Stamped, addressed envelope.

WALLIS

R

DRUGS

ousiliY-SERVICF & COURTISY
Hate to write letters! Send It to Abby, Box 69700, Los
Angels-a, Cal. SOM. for Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters for AB Occasions."

Phone PL 3-1272
KENTUCKY

MURRAY

EE3 '/YO
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L7 CHILD'S
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PROFESSIONAL

Paris District Of The United Methodist
Women Plan Programs At The Ryan
_ Home
pisigr_arn-planning
A
workshop was the main
discussion at the executive
meeting of the Paris district
United Methodist Women when,
they met Thursday at the home
of Mrs. Maurice Ryan in
Murray.
The meeting was presided
over by the president, Mrs. I..
E. MyCord of Cottage Grove,
Tenn.,assisted by Miss Tommie
Hunt of Dresden,.secretary and
Mrs. Ryan, treasurer. Mrs. Harold Douglas of
Murray, coordinator for
Christian personhood, brought
the devotion, entitled "The
Invitation to Live" by Ardis'
Whitman.
The workshop will be held in
the Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church Sunday a7

initiation Held At
October Meeting Of
Murray High FHA

PORTRAIT

Aka

in Living COLOR
Just
BRING IN THIS ADV.
TO OUR STORE

(Use As Coupon)
Free Offer: 7 Nilfaidi e youtin
Photographer will be Here

'1

--

LIMIT
One Coupon per Child
One Couportper amily
12 00 1,101. &OM
,
ter.4i Vow, en

onto ong•

..norn ar AG!
fl-.,.,

PIX
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October\ 18th & 19th
Wednesday & Thursday
11:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.

HOLLAND DRUGS
Murray, Ky.

753-1462
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Black Bass, Crappie Reported
Good At Major Kentucky Lakes
FRANKFORT, Ky.. I AP) —
Generally fair to good fishing is
reported around Kentucky, with
good catches of black bass and
crappie at several lakes.
The lake-by-lake rundown
from the State Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources,
CUMBERLAND — Black
bass good and small crawfish
and surface and Medium runners; crappie very good in
upper lake on minnows over
submerged cover; below dam,
trout fishing good; clear, falling and 71 degrees.
HERRINGTON — Black bass
good with some near limits on
surface and medium runners

WILL TO WIN—Steve Goldman, number 33, goes up for a loose ball against another handicapped
basketball player. Goldman, 21 year old, won a spot for himself on the U.S. team to the 1972
Wheelchair Olympics. Not in basketball, though—Goldman competes in the dashes.

Wheel-chair athlete
has plenty of courage
By JACK WEBB
Copley News Service
SAN DIEGO — Steve Goldman, muscles rippling under a
brown sports coat, strikes you
at first glance as a top athlete
After you talk to him awhile
you even forget he's paralyzed.
If you've ever seen the darkly
handsome 27-year-old compete
you'll never forget it. His big
arms pump at the chrome rims
of his wheel chair and the chair
scoots forward faster than
most men can run. He can spin
around corners better than a
Jackie Icks taking the turns at
Monaco.
He came back from a life as
an invalid to compete in the
Wheel Chair Olympics in
Germany this year, where he
won two silver medals — one in
the 100-meter dash and one in
tbe obstacle-course race.
He's something of a folk- hero
in his home town of San Diego
he hails from New York) and
when he's invited to appear on
TV shows he greets the whole
thing with embarrassment.
Appearing for an interview
shortly before he left for
Germany, Goldman arrived on
crutches.
"No, I don't use the wheel
chair except to compete in," he
said with -a shy smile. "The
crutches are better exercise."
The young athlete said he's a
little bemused by all the attention he's getting this year.
It all started when I set the
_American records in the 60 and
100-yard sprints during an
Arizona tournament earlier
this year 1." he said. •'Now
everybody around here seems
to recognize me.
-Men will come up to me in

the store he's assistant manager of a San Diego rental company , and they'll shake my
hand and say they're proud to
know me.
-I really didn't expect this.
Its sort of new But I like it."
Goldman has learned to treat
his fast, light wheel chair like
an extension of his body. He's
had a long time to learn.
•.I got polio when I was four
years old," Goldman said.
"Even when I recovered I was
weak all over. I was a real introvert too.
"I remember I was invited to
this little girl's birthday party
when I was nine. Her mother
saw I was shy and she brought
me a piece of cake on a plate."
Goldman shook his head
-I threw it in her face."
Despite his misgivings about
the cake-throwing incident,
COldnian admits this may have
been the turning-point of his
life.
"My parents decided they'd
better send me away to camp,"
Goldman said. "While I was
there I saw some guys playing
wheel chair basketball and I
borrowed a wheel chair so I
could join in."
It was the start of a career.
A few years later Goldman
joined a Brooklyn wheel chairbasketball team and he and the
team went to the national finals
in Illinois seven different
years.
When he moved to ('aliforrua
in the mid-'60s. Goldman had
already competed in his first
national wheel (taw tournan lent.
had a horrible time,"
Goldman said. "It was the 60-

Bowling Standings
MAGIC TRI
Bowling League
Team
W L
Bank of Murray
19 5
Murray Muffler
16 8
Johnson's Grocery
14 10
;
Ezells Beauty School
14 10
Boones
14 10
11 13
Team NO. 5
Murray Insurance Agency 11 13
Jerry's Restaurant
11 13
Tappan
7 17
Eaker Amusement
High Tearn Game (SC)
Johnson's Grocery
741
Johnson's Grocery
717
• Ezells Beauty Scholl
707
High Team Game (HC)
Bank of Murray
944
Johnsons Grocery
937
E tells Beauty School
937
Team No 5
932
High Team Series (SC)
Johnson's Grocery
2138
Erells Beauty School
1995
Team No 5
1984
High Team Series (11C)
Johnson's Grocery
2726
'Team NO 5
2713
E tells Beauty School
2685
High Ind. Game (SC)
Wanda Nance
212
Norma Bennett
186
Margie Garland
182
High Ind. Game (MC)
Wanda Nate
243
Norma Bennett
.,
778
Betty Parrish ,
227
High Ind. Sfrit (SC)
Wanda Nante
492
Marilyn Chatman
477
Barbara Alexander
432
High Ind. Series (HC)
Wanda Nance
585
Marilyn Chatman
585
Rozella Henry
56/
High Averages
Mildred Hodge
159
Wanda Nance
156
Marilyn Chatman
150
Barbara Alexander
150
Mary Harris
141
Betty Johnson
141
Mary F Hargrove
140
Norma Bennett
140
Margie Garland
138
Betty Dixon
137
Brenda Pierce
, 137
for

a

KENTUCKY LAKE
Bowling League
Team
Lindsey's
Mutual of Omaha
Corvette Lanes
Staterarrn Trisurance
Fenton & Hodge
All Jersey
Murray Auto Parts -Moose Lodge No 1
Jerry's
Bros Motor Sales
Colonial Bread
Moose Lodge No 2 _
Motor Parts & Bearings
Palace Drive Inn

W .L
16 4
14 6
14 6
14 6
13 7
12*-6.
10 10
9 11
8 12
7 9
7 13
7 13
3 13
2 18

High Team Game (SC)
Fenton & Hodge
885
Fenton 8. Hodge
882
COrvett Lanes
878
High Team Game (NCI
Corvette Lanes
1030
F enton & Hodge
1000
Colonial Bread
998
High Team Series (SC)
Fenton & Hodge
2543
Corvett Lanes
2479
Lindsey'S
2458
High Team Series (MC)
Corvette Lanes
2935
Lindsey's
2914
Fenton & Piodge
2888
High Ind. Game (SC)
Hatton Garner
714
Ron Pace
,
709
Dan Jones
703
High Ind Game (4C)
John Howland
233
•
Hatton Garner
232
Dewayne Smith
232
High Ind. Series (SC)
Hatton Garner
557
Lyman Dixon
550
Carl Ellis
550
Nigh Ind, Series (MC)
Dewayne Smith
637
Carl Etlis619
Paul Mansf4ld
6(8
High Averages
Dan Jones
179
Lyman Dixon
178
Dave Bradford
175
Hatton Garner
175
Rdn Pace
172

and artificial nightcrawlers;
bluegill good on worms along
deep banks; clear, falling and
69.
GRAYSON — Black Bass
good on surface and deep runners; crappie fair on minnows
in the stickups; clear, falling
arid 67 degrees.
KENTUCKY — Black bass
good in mid and lower lake
with some limits on surface
plugs and artificial nightcrawlers; crappie good in midsection on minnows along dropoffs; below dam, catfish good
on cut bait; clear, stable and 69
degrees.
NOUN — Black bass good in

upper lake with sonic near lim- bait; clear, stable and 68
its on artificial nightcrawlers;
DALE HOLLOW — Black
crappie excellent in upper lake bass fair to good on surface
on minnows in stump beds; and medium runners; crappie
clear, falling and 66..
fair on minnows in stickups and
BARREN — Black bass good around docks at night; clear,
in lower lake with some limits stable and 67 degrees.
on deep runners and artificial
GREEN — Black bass fair in
nightcrawlers along stump upper lake on deep runners and
beds; crappie good in upper articicial nightcrawlers;
lake on minnows along chan- crappie fair in lower lake on
nels and in stump beds; clear minnows along channels, and
to murky falling and 69 de- drop-offs; clear, falling and 68.
FISHTRAP — Crappie good
grees.
BARKLEY — Black bass fair on minnows in inlets and bays;
on medium runners and arti- black bass on surface and deep
ficial nightcrawlers; crappie runners and big minnows; murgood in stickups on minnows; ky, falling and 66 degrees.
DEWEY — Bluegill fair on
below dam, catfish good On cut

worms along, shallow banks;
crappie fair on minnow* in stickups; clear to murky, stable
and 68 degrees.
ROUGH RIVER — Black
bass in north fork on medium
runners and artificial nightcrawlers; crappie on minnows
in treetops and stickups; clear
to murky, falling and 66.
BUCKHORN — Black bass
very good with several limits
on surface plugs along weed
beds; catfish good on big minnows and worms along rocky
points; murky to muddy, falling and 70 degrees.

Pro Basketball Salaries Dwarf
Paychecks Of Other Athletics
By HUBERT MIZELL
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK API — Johnny
Bench earns $82,500 a year as
supercatcher of the Cincinnati
Reds. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
makes about $82,500 a month
during the Milwaukee Bucks'
basketball season..

but far below the average salaWest's $300,000 from the Los stint with the Minneapolis La- and Jim McDaniels, who
Angeles Lakers,
kers.
jumped from the ABA to ry of $65,000 earned by basketball's New York Knicks.
Charlie Scott, two years out
Mikan, an early giant at 6 Seattle, $300,000 each.
Baseball got its first
of the Uninrersity of North Caro- feet-10, finally managed to
The expected ABA-NBA
lina, jumped from the Ameri- make $20,000 a rear in the late merger will curb such high sal- $200,000 a-year performer when
can Basketball Association to 1940s.
aries in the future, but—for this Hank Aaron, currently chasing
y ard sprint and I youldn t make
the rival National Association's
And how about Bill Russell'? -era at least—if- you're tall, fast, Babe Ruth's career record of
it halfway."
Phoenix Suns and his fee hit His rookie contract with the accurate and smooth, you're 714 home runs, was signed to a
But that was rune years ago
the $300,000 class.
three-year pact in 1971 by the
Boston Celtics was $20,000 in also a millionaire.
and now Goldman holds two
Atlanta Braves.
Pro basketball's salaries
Wilt Chamberlain, a bachelor 1956, about the same as Jabbar
A current bidding scuffle beArnericaa records and is an make
However, the Babe's incredvirtual amateurs of af- with a $1 million hilltop castle, hauls down for a week of NBA tween the established National
Olympic competitor — in a
ible $80,000 salary in 1928 was—
fluent heroes from other sports read about teammate West's play.
Hockey League and the infant, in the pre-income
wheel chair.
tax era, probChamberlain got $65,000 as a
new contract and decided to
but
well-bankrolled
How'd he make the come- despite a two-league war that is
World ably worth more than Jabbar's
rookie
with
the Philadelphia Hockey
back from introverted invalid skyrocketing hockey paychecks. hold out for renegotiation of his
Association, has made current $400,000 deal.
Football and baseball stars, $250,000 salary. He finally was Warriors in 1959-60 and in three several hockey
to top athlete'
players inCarl Yastrzemski is a $167,seasons
later
rose
given
to
many
more
of
$100,000.
them
living
less
than
on
$300,000.
..I learned to face it," he
stantly wealthy.
000 player for the Boston Red
Boston,
not to let Russell be
than $100,000 a year, suffer by
said."There's a lot of things I'd
After all, electric bills and
Bobby Hull, the famed "Gold- Sox, while in the
$150,000 class
embarrassed, came up with
like to do but can't. But I real- comparison.
maid service are expensive
en Jet" of the Chicago Black are Willie Mays
of the New
$100,001.
Jabbar's
incredible
$400,000 these days.
ized you've got to make up your
Hawks, was hired at age 32 in York Mets, Roberto
Clemete of
Basketball has many other
mind and make it with what deal with Milwaukee—and you
a 10-year, $2.7 million playRemember George Mikan?
you've got."
wonder why they call them the The former DePaul great was high-salaried members, in- ercoach-executive deal by the Pittsburgh and Bob Gibson of
St. Louis.
cluding Pete Maravich of AtA lot of people who never Bucks?—is trailed handsomely
voted the top player in basketWHA's Winnipeg Jets.
These are the team sports,
lanta, $325,003 per year; Austin
heard about Wheel Chair by Walt Frazier's $350,000 from
ball for the first half of the 20th
Derek Sanderson, hockey's men who are
guaranteed their
Carr of Cleveland, $250,000 and
Olympics have some interest in the New York Knicks and Jerry Century, including
flashy answer to football swi- money whether
a brilliant
they perform
Spencer Haywood of Seattle,
them now,
nger Joe Namath, left the Stan- well this year
or not. In individley Cup champion Boston ual endeavors, the
huge payBruins for the new Philadelphia days are there, but it's almost
Blazers and $300,000.
always on a performance-orMeanwhile Bruin ace Bobby else basis-.
By JERRY ESTILL
"I guess you'd say any time and catching the ball real touchdown passes with his out- Orr and several
other NHL
With all this in mind, the
Associated Press Writer
put against Auburn. Jones still standouts
we come into a tough ballgame well."
have, as a result of modern father doesn't quite
BATON ROUGE, ha. 1AP1—=......n. makes me want to play betHe also admitted that—al- has six games to go and is al- .the competition,
bagged $1 mil- know what to do with his young
Auburn may have fared better ter and it makes me feel ft-rr
elo.ba-vsss.r.oaficlenta.. - most certain to surpass Tittle's lion deals with their clubs.
son.
agalnst Louisiana State last I'm capable of playing better." tory—he really did not think rnar ,liTICTirffrompttert-oyer
—Joe Nailiath is pro football's,. Should he train his hitting
weekend if the Plainsmen had
The 6-3, 200-pound senior LSU would be able to handle a four-season stand rather than biggest moneymaker
with a eye? Develop a golf swing?
presented a little less of a chal- must have thought Auburn was Auburn by the decisive 35-7 the less than three full
seasons $250,000 paycheck from the
Learn to dunk a basketball?
lenge to CSU quarterback Bert quite a challenge because he measures as it turned out.
that Jones has played.
well-heeled New York Jets, and
Jones.
"I felt like if we executed our
Other backs cited for Satur- John Brodie,
played a virtually flawless
if the salary guesAs it was, Jones anticipated a game
throwing
three plays well enough and played day's performances were Flori- sers are close, makes sometough test from the 'Barna touchdown passes, running for good defense, we would win," da State quarterback
Gary thing like $160,000 with the San
Tigers and hyped himself up another and winding up with said Jones. "I didn't think go- Huff, Mississippi State
quarter- Francisco 49ers.
for one of the best perform- 240 total yards, 179 passing and ing into the game we would win back Rockey Felker,
Vanderbilt
The National Football League
ances of his college career—a 61 running. He completed 10 Of as decisively as we did."
quarterback Fred Fisher, Flori- has quite a few superstars in
performance good enough to 14 passes. Two of the inJones, who had never re- da running back Nat Moore, the $100,000 range. including
0.
earn him honors as Associated completions were clearly ceived Back of the Week honors Alabama reserve
quarterback J. Simpson, Len Dawson, John
Press Southeastern Back of the dropped by receivers and a despite several good perform- Gary Rutledge, Ole Miss
quar- Unitas, Jim Plunkett, Archie
Week.
third was purposely over- ances near the end of last sea- terback Norris Weese and Manning, Fran Tarkenton and
"I feel like I can always play thrown.
son, tied former LSU great Y. Georgia defensive back Dick Roman Gabriel.
better in a tough game," said
Jones said he would not call A. Tittle with 23 career Conn.
But, few make more than
Jones, "knowing that we'll it his best game as a collegian,
$100,000 and the NFL Players
have a tough team to play is a but he acknowledged that -1
Association complains that its
mind-builder to me to play with did have a good ball game and
brothers deserve a larger share
my utmost ability."
I felt like we were throwing
of the 26 teams' gross revenue.
A
The average NEI, quarterback makes $41,500. By position, it drops to a $25,500 averTULSA,.-Okla.(AP, — When Texas State rushed for 162 age for defensive backs and
CIGAR
Cole Fraley threw hi first col- yards on 19 carries and scored $22,500 for specialists. Not bad,
legiate football passSaturday— once on a 42-yard run as the
and it went for a touchdown—it Buffalos mounted a 63-14 conBy ED SHEARER
through Auburn's offensive line was only frosting on the cake ference win over New Mexico
State. All those were in addi-.
Associated Press Sports Writer and nailed Walls for a 14-yard for him.
to
the
eight-yard
Fraley, a 6-foot, 200-pound ben
ATLANTA I AP)—"He was an loss on the first play. It deanimal out there," said Coach stroyed War Eagle hopes of sophomore, had his best week touchdown pass he threw.
Fraley currently is third
ever and was designated MisCharles McClendon -of Loui- driving for the tying score.
siana State, -charging all over
Wood, a 6-foot-4, 228-pound souri Valley Conferenee offen- among conference backs in
rushing with 455 yards. He has
the field and knocking down senior from Lake Charles, La., sive player of the week.
The running back for West averaged 6.2 yards per carry
people."
arrived at LSU as a linebacker,
and
has
scored
five
McClendon, the winningest where he played until last
touchdowns.
spring
when
he
was
moved
to
coach in LSU football history,
Four other players nominated
was talking . about big John tackle to fill the void created
for
offensive player of the week
by
the
loss
of All-Southeastern
Wood, the Bengals' defensive
Pro Football Standings
were:
ASSOCIATED
PRESS
THE
tackle who made seven tackles Conference ace Ronnie Estay.
By
John Madeya, Louisville
NFL
McClendon said before the
and assisted on seven others
quarterback,
American Conference
who threw three
start
of
the
season that Wood
Saturday night in a 35-7 victory
East
touchdown passes in Louis"sometimes is just downright
W L. T. Pct Pts OP
over Auburn.
5 0 0 1 000 171 64 ville's 56-6 triumph over North
Miami
mean on the football field."
3 2 0 600 163 124 Texas State; Memphis State
For his performance, Wood
This week Wood and the NYJets
1 3 0 400 105 120
Buff
quarterback Al Harvey who
was named today The Associ- Tigers fare Kentucky, a foe al- N.Eng.
2 3 0 400 79 163
1 4 0 200 74 98 had 288 yards total offense in
ated Press Southeastern Lin
ways troublesome for the Balt.
Central
the 38-29 win by Memphis State
man of the week.
Tigers. In fact, Wood rates the CinC
4 1 0 800 96 70
"Wood certainly justified the Wildcats one of the hardest hit- Pitt
3 2 0 600 106 86 over Utah State:, placekicker
2 3 0 400 71 97 John Potts who booted a 35fact he was captain for the ting • chits he's faced. "They
1 4 0 200 63 142
Hous
yard field goal in the last nnngenie by playing probably the line uplacross the line and it's
West'
ute to wrap up Wichita State's
3 1 1 700 127 81
finest game of his career," said just you and him. They are Oak
3 2 0 600 127 91 20-17 win over Cincinnati;
K City
McClendon. "He did a fantastic physical."
and
500 90 109
2 2' 1
S Died°
job."
Jim
1 4 0 700 98 143 sophomore .fallback
A trio of I.SU ends also, Denver
National Conference
O'Connor who had 134 yards
Twice Wood dumped Auburn turned in outstanding efforth.
East
quarterback Randy Walls for against the War Eagles—Binks Wash
4 1 0 800 118 58 rushing for Drake in the Bull4 1 0 800 102 49 dogs' 21-14 win over Northern
losses in the opening ha'11. The itolleltatn, Skip Cormier and Jim Dallas
3 - 7 0 600 125 '103 Iowa.
NYGnts
first time %las a seven-yard loss Gainey. Other linemen cited for St
2 3 0 400 61 107
Louis
0 5 0 000 38(30
forcing a punt after the first of- performances last week were Phil
Central
fensive possession of the night. Auburn tackle Bill Newton and
4 1 0 800 100 83
Bay
G
ISU promptly drove. to a bnebaaer Bill Luka, wide re- Detroit
3 2 0 600 171 121
PHOVINDENCE, R,l. ( API
2 3 0 400 109 89
totiohdowa.
ceiver Barry Smith of Florida Minn
— Arnie Berman, the all:time
1 3 1
300 97(08
Chicago
Later, after Auburn had State, John
leading scorer at Brown Un-'
Mataszak of
West
1 1 1 700 115 68 iversity, has
trimmed ISU's lead to 14-7 and Tampa,and Alabama defensive 'LA
been appointed a
3 1 0 600 137 .85
blocked a punt for possession at ends John Mitchell and- John Atlanta
SartFr.
Main at 7th St
-2 .3—S. :4_00 115 86 freshman basketball coach at
Murray, Ky.
753-7921
the Bengal 41, Wood Smacked Croyle.
NewOrl
0 S. 0 000 68 157, his alma mater.

LSU Q'Back Bart Jones Earns SEC Back Honors

Happiness is...

Cole Farley Named MVC
Auburn Performance Nets Offensive Honor Player
Lineman Honors For Wood

KING
EDWARD

EARN THE COMMUNITY'S
HIGHEST INTEREST

Standings

EARN AN EXTRA QUAR1ER HERE!
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LSU Coach Promising Good Game
Against Kentucky On Saturday
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS guard Gaylon Hill and
fullback day opponent, welcomed back
Louisiana State Coach Char- Bill Rudder were out insplit end Rex Putnal, out three
ley McClendon is promising definitely.
weeks with a shoulder separaTiger football fans there will be
Kentucky Coach John Ray tion, and went through a light
no let down when I-SU meets showed his Wildcats films
of workout.
Kentucky Saturday.
LSU plays and reviewed KenGeorgia Tech began prepara"We have the longest winning tucky's mistakes against North
tions for Auburn with a warstreak
in
the
nation," Carolina.
ning from Coach Bill Fulcher.
McClendon said. "You can't let
Mississippi State practiced an
"Auburn is a better football
down against anybody.
hour, concentrating on correct- team than they showed against
"One thing about the Tigers, ing mistakes and passing.
ISU," he said.
they've won because they have
Auburn's starting units took
Florida State Coach Larry
taken the games one at a time. it easy in shorts while reserves Jones announced that defensive
That's what we plan to do battled in a scrimmage.
backs James Thomas and Ranagainst Kentucky. We know
Ole Miss worked on funda- dy Shively are doubtful for ColKentucky has a solid ball club mentals and learned that orado State.
which is fourth in the confer- tailback Larry Kramer, who
ence in total offense."
broke his left ankle in last SatMonday was the usual take-it- urday's game with Georgia,
easy day for Southeastern col- will be out for the season.
lege football teams with most
Florida, which meets Ole
having light workouts in shorts. Miss Saturday at Oxford, worCoach Paul "Bear" Bryant of ked on correcting mistakes and
Alabama and Bill Battle of announced that .sophomore
Tennessee, heading for a Satur- monster man Alvin Butler is
By RON ROACH .
day encounter in Knoxville in out for the season with a knee
Associated Press Sports Writer
the top Southeastern battle, injury.
LOS ANGELES I AP) — "In
said their teams worked on the
Vanderbilt concentrated on
sports
the only' superstition you
kicking game.
the kicking game and eliminatBryant reported no injuries ing fumbles and pass inter- have is bad players..."
"The first thing all players
but Battle said defensive back
ceptions.
should do in the morning is
Conrad Graham, offensive
Georgia, Vanderbilt's Saturlook in the mirror..."
"1 don't believe in running
around
the locker
room
screaming. If we have to do
that, let's cancel the game."
So says John McKay, head
football coach and athletic director at the University of
Southern California. again the
No. 1 team in The Associated
By JACK SIMMS .
catch Monday at the left field
Associated Press Sports Writer wall on a hit by Cincinnati's Press weekly poll.
McKay's Trojans got 28 firstOAKLAND ( AP) — Charles Denis Menke. It kept the Reds
0. Finley, maverick of major from tying the game and the place votes and a total of 948
points, edging second-place Okleague owners locked horns A's won 2-1.
lahoma, which gamed 20 votes
with baseball Commissioner
Tenace, who hit only five for the No. 1 spot, by 18 points.
Bowie Kuhn Tuesday in a disAlabama remained Na, 3 this
pute over whether Finley can home runs all season, smashed
two homers in the opener Sat- week, followed by Ohio State,
increase salaries of Oakland
A's players at this stage of the urday and was the hero of Oak- Nebraska, Michigan, Louisiana
land's 3-2 triumph.
season.
"They were not bonuses.
"I don't give any bonuses,
just raises," Finley said after They were retroactive salary
being handed a statement re- increases," Finley told newsleased by the commissioner on men during a party hosted at
the eve of the third game of the the Oakland Coliseum.
The rules of baseball strictly
ford Series between the A's
prohibit performance or inand the Cincinnati Reds.
Finley referred to $5,000 sala- centive bonuses.
"I have read Mr. Finley's
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
ry increases three of the Oakland A's received in the 10 days statements regarding special The University of Kentucky
While the A's were en route payments to certain Oakland opened preparations for a new
to Detroit on Oct. a for the players," said a statement basketball season Monday with
start of the American League from Kuhn. "I have discussed a new coach at the helm for the
playoffs Finley announced first the matter with Mr. Finley. I first time in 43 years.
Joe Hall, a protege of longbaseman Mike Hegan had re- will have no statement to make
this
regarding
subject
until
time
coach Adolph Rupp, preceived a $5,000 salary boost but
he didn't say it was a salary after the World Series. In the sided over the opening drills.
increase. He said it was a meantime, Mr. Finley has as- Rupp, after reaching the unsured me the entire matter will iversity's mandatory retirebonus.
ment age of 70 last year. was
And he announced some- be held in status quo." formd to retire by IUK officials
where between Cincinnati and
Asked what the staternefir
and then became arThE6c
-iitiVe•
Oakland that Joe Rudi and meant, Finley only shrugged.
with the Memphis Tams of the
Gene Tenace were making $5,Asked if he felt the commis000 more. Again he didn't say it sioner and those who run base- American Basketball Associwas a salary increase but ball were out to embarrass ation.
Hall welcomed three starters
maybe he didn't call it a bonus, him, Finley smiled and replied:
back from last year's Southeither.
"You said that. I didn't. I have
eastern Conference champion
Rudi made a sensational no comment."
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By KEN RAPPOPORT .
Associated Press Sports Writer
OAKLAND ( AP) — The Oakland A's have staggered the
Cincinnati Reds with two quick
jabs and now hope to deliver
another solid punch in the third
game of the World Series
tonight.
"I think we have them on the
ropes," said Oakland pitcher
Vida- Blue. "But you can't

State, Notre Dame, Colorado,
Tennessee, UCLA, Penn State,
Stanford, Texas, Auburn, Air
Force, Arkansas, Washington,
Arizona State and Iowa State.
This is McKay's 13th season
at Southern California.
-It just means I've held the
job longer than most guys."
says the 49-year-old McKay of
the supposedly unlucky No. 13.
His hair has turned completely
white. He's not as fast as he
was while playing halfback at
Oregon but his wit remains
quick.
He recently suggested a humorous angle for a story—save
all. coaches' comments for a
year-end comparison:
On the much publicized wishbone formation USC uses the I
formation )—''We're
calling
ours the Fishbone. Maybe the [bone would be better."
Why the Trojans don't cluster

UK Makes Plans For
Season Without Rupp

• team sports,
aranteed their
they perform
not. In individthe huge paybut it's almost
,•rformance-orin mind, the
doesn't quite
with his young
am his hitting
a golf swing?
a basketball?
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A's Hoping For Clean Sweep Of
Series; Going For Third Today
count the Reds out )et. You
can't let up."
The surprising American
League champions were sitting
pretty with a 2-0 lead in the
1972 baseball classic as a result
of a 3-2 and 2-1 victories in Cincinnati over the weekend.
Added to this margin, the A's
also had the theoretical advantage of the home field in the

Southern Cal Again Rated Tops
In Associated Press Grid Poll

Finley, Kuhn Clash
Over Player Bonuses

•
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MURRAY, KENTLi KY

team as well as a host ot talent
from last year's undefeated
freshman squad.
,Center Jim Andrews,forward
Larry Stamper and guard Ronnie Lyons, all starters last
year, figure in Hall's plans. Super Sophs Jimmy Dan Conner,
Bob Guyette and Ke% in Grevey
also will be contending for
starting posts.
The 6-foot-11 Andrews said
there is not much difference between the coaching abilities of.
Hall and Rupp. "But it's a difference in age and philosophies.
It's more zone and less man-toman, new uniforms, full-court
defense, and a stack offense in
addition to the old UK offense."

on the sideline before each
game and show spirit—"I don't
want our players jumping up
and down and yelling before
the kickoff. All that means is
somebody could jump on the
coach's feet."
On coaches' excuses—"A
coach will say,'We weren't up.'
Then what the hell were you
doing down? He'll say, 'We
were flat.' A good team can
win when it doesn't play good
football."
Why he calls Alabama—not
USC—the nation's top football
team—"I'm so damn modest."
On winning—"Winning generates winning and everybody
looks good. The-only thing dull
about football is losing."
On McKay—"I basically don't
say a lot. Never have and I
don't see a reason to. I'm not
saying that's the HOS way.
That's our way."
The Top Twenty teams, with
first-place votes in parentheses,
season records and total points.
Points tabulated on basis of 2018-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1:
1. USC (28)
6-0
948
2. Oklahoma (20) 4-0
930
3. Alabama
689
5-0
4. Ohio State ( 1) - 4-0
607
5. Nebraska
4-1
601
7
6.. Ls
Micuhigan 1)
545
5-0
522
5-0
Notre Dame
4-0
. Colorado
10
1: T
tjecnuk
4-1
nessee-258
235
5-1
12. Penn State "---*--4-1
183
13, Stanford
4-t - 160
14. Texas
3-1
87
15, Auburn
4-1
82
16. Air Force
5-0
73
17. Arkansas
4-1
33
5-1
25
.18- Washington
19. Arizona State
4-1
2r
20, Iowa State
14
3-1
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Florida State,
Indiana, Louisville, North Carolina, Purdue.

next three games of this bestof-seven showdown, for the
world's championship.
After playing on Riverfront
Stadium's unfamiliar artificial
surface, the A's returned home
to their field of natural grass at
the Oakland Coliseum.
Cincinnati Manager Sparky
Anderson wasn't too happy
about its condition, either—the
field was soggy from rain and
craggy from use by the Oakland Raiders' football team
Sunday.
"I thought (Oakland owner)
Charles Finely had more class
than this," said Anderson
whose team's running game obviously would be hurt by the
slow conditions.
In addition, the possibility of
stormy weather threatened to
further muddle the situation at
the Colisuem, where a sell-out
crowd of 50,000 will watch the
struggle. The National Weather
Bureau forecast a 30 per cent
chance of showers for the contest, which starts at 8:15 p.m.,
EDT.
The situation has got the A's
brimful of confidence.
"We're handling the Reds
easier,than we did the Texas
Rangers," said Blue, referring
to one of the patsy American

League teams.
Oakland Manager Dick Williams was naturally optimistic
about finishing off the National
Leaguers in his cozy Coliseum.
He said that when his team
first went to Cincinnati for the
opener last Saturday, he would
have settled for a split of the
two games.
"But not after the first
game," said Williams. "Then
we sure weren't willing to
,settle for a split."
If the A's have any inhospitable thoughts about the
visitors, they ought to check
Cincinnati's record on the road.
The Reds play better away
from home, history shows.
"We're a good road club,"
said Cincinnati left fielder Pete
Rose, "We played. .700 ball on
the road this year."
e, The Reds also have another
thing going for them—confidence. Top to bottom, they're
still a swaggering bunch despite the odds against them.
Anderson, who predicted correctly that it would take the
Reds five games to win the National League playoffs over the
Pittsburgh Pirates, insisted the
World Series will go the sevengame limit. Asked why, he
said, "because it's going to be

tough for us to win it in six."
Joe Morgan, a star in the
playoffs who hasn't gotten untracked yet in the Series, cooly
reflected his manager's optimism. "If you think that the A's
are going to beat us, you're
wrong," said Morgan.
The chances of a team winning a seven-game series after
losing the first two aren't very
good, though. It's only happened five times since the affair began in 1903.
The Reds will get to see another one of the Oakland Aces
tonight—John "Blue Moon"
OdOrn. The right-hander, who
notched two victories in the
American
League playoffs
against Detroit last week was.
15-6 during the regular season.
Odom is member of an eightman staff that fashioned a
gaudy' 2.58 earned run average'
this season and did even better
in the post-season games. Oakland pitchers have allowed only
11 earned runs in the five playoffs and two World Series
games.
Jack Billingham, a lighthander who had a 12-12 record
and led the Cincinnati staff in
strikeouts with 137 this year
has been nominted to pitch to)
the Reds.

'The Pack Is Back' As
Green Bay Downs Lions
By LARRY PALADINO _
Associated Press Sports Writer
DETROIT I API—Those rumors that "The Pack is Back"
may not be premature speculation after all.
If the Green Bay Packers
aren't back as a contending
team in the National Football
League then why do they own a
4-1 record to stand atop the National Conference Central DiviAion?
.:Monday night they had a
chance to show their stuff before a national television audience, and they used the opportunity to help crack the pessimistic swamis' crystal balls.
Quarterback Scott Hunter
fired a 15-yard touchdown
strike to rookie wide receiver
Leland Glass with just 1:54 left
on the clock, and rookie Chester Marcol kicked the extra
point, to give the Packers a 2423 victory'.
Green Bay had trailed nearly
the entire game before Mar-

col's closing moments' conversion, and the Lions never recovered from the shock.
"To come from behind in a
game like this really raises our
confidence," Packer Coach Dan
Devine said rather quietly
afterwards. "But I'm not saying we didn't have confidence
in ourselves before this game.
We knew we had a good team
and this reinforces that."
The teams entered the game
tied for first with 3-1 records,
with Minnesota third at 2-3 and
Chicago last with a 1-3-1 mark.
"We always thought we could
win it," Devine said of the title.
"Now we know ,we can win it."
The Packers trailed 17-7 at
halftime. Then Errol Mann of
the Lions' and Marcol traded
field galls of 45 and 34 yards
respectively before Packer cornerback Ken Ellis turned the
game around by racing 80
yards with a punt return for a
touchdown.
"We're in front now and no-

body's going to catch us," said
Ellis, a third-year man from
Southern University, who
seemed the happiest person in
the winners.' dressing room.
"I don't think Green Bay is a
better team than us, but
they're a sound team," offered
Detroit quarterback Greg Landry, who had two passes intercepted by safety Jim Hill. "One
point doesn't make them a better team."
Detroit capitalized on two
Packer mistakes to score its
two first-half touchdowns. Landry ran around right end from
two yards out for a first quarter TD and Altie Taylor
plunged off right tackle in the
second period for the other.
The Landry score came eight
plays and 30 yards after cornerback Lem Barney picked off
a Hunter pass, breaking the
quarterback's string of 80
passes without an interception
The string dated back to la,
'
season.
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Mideast Violente

Terrorists undaunted by failures
Editor's Note: Palestinian
refugees hase given birth to a
band of a orld% ide terrorists.
This second of two stories
paints a dim picture insofar as
future peace is concerned.

1

By RAY 11IcHUGH
Copley News Service
Violence has been the order
of the day in the Mideast for n
years.
An Israeli-Arab 1949 armistice was broken in 1956 when Israel joined Britaie and France
in the sudden war on Egypt. Israeli tanks churned to the Suez
Canal, then fell back under the
diplomatic disapproval of
Washington and Moscow. And,
there were more refugees.
In 1967, war came again and
Israel won again in a six-day
"blintzkreig" that stunned the
world. There were more homeless Arabs. but this time Israel
did not retreat. Its armies had
swept the Egyptians from the
Sinai Desert. They had cleared
the Golan Heights of Syria.
They had captured Arab
Jerusalem, Gaza and all the
lands to the Jordan River.
Arab power was smashed. In
the rubble lay the hopes of an
estimated 700.000 Palestinian
Arabs who now constituted the
world's largest, most insoluble
refugee dilemma. It had taken
less than three years after

I 60T 6IX
CO44PLIMENT5
TODAY .

World War II to settle Europe's
mammoth displaced persons
problem.:there still is no solution in sight for the Palestinians
While Israel has steadfastly
rejected all suggestions that
the Arabs could be repatriated,
it has made humane gestures to
the Palestinians. It has contributed to U.N. relief funds. Those
who live in occupied lands have
been treated with defereocie
and allowed self-rule within
their communities. Commerce
is almost normal between Jordan and occupied West Bank
regions. Some 150,000 Palestinian refugees have been allowed
to visit relatives inside Israel.
Except for struggling little
Lebanon. the refugees have received scant encouragement
from their Arab brothers.
Egypt, Syria and Iraq where
land is available have rejected
every attempt to resettle Palestinians. Men like the late
President Gamal .abdel Nasser
preferred instead to keep them
penned in compounds to fester,
to feed on their hatred of Israel
and to present the United Nations and the big powers with a
dilemma they said only Israel
could solve.
Some Palestinians escaped
from the camps. Many had talents sorely needed in the Mid-'
die East. Under the British
mandate from 1919 to 1948. the

Palestinian was the best educated of the Arabs. Many refugees found jobs in Lebanon's
bustling business centers, in
Damascus or Amman, in the
emerging oil states of Kuwait
and in the Trucial States along
the Persian Ga.
But even the most successful
were never allowed to forget
that they were Palestinians.
Travel was restricted, citizenship was denied. When natives
mastered various skills, the
Palestinian was sent back to
his U.N. compound.
On the eve of the 1967 war, as
Nasser trumpeted against Israel, he did grant residents of
the U.N asupervised Gaza Strip
titular citizenship in his United
Arab Republic, bet on the proviso that none of them enter
Egypt.
Out of this 25-year-old picture, or this 2,000-year-old tapestry has stepped the Palestinian guerrilla.
In 1968 and 1969 he roamed
the borders of Israel's conquered territories, profnising
vengeance, boasting of bloody
feats, giving interviews to
Western TV, radio, magazine
and newspaper men, but causing the Israelis remarkably little trouble. ( It's said in truth as
well as scorn in Tel Aviv that
Israeli taxis kill more people
every year than do the border
guerrillas.)
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nich and Zurich airports were
scenes of gunfights.
Last May 8, the "Black September" group — the same faction that claims it engineered
the Munich attack — hijacked a
nelgian Sabena jetliner at Lod
airport and demanded the retease of Arab prisoners, only to
Camouflaged Syrian tanks be foiled by Israeli troops.
On May 30, another radical
Editor's Note: This is the
puked into Jordan to help the
leftist group calling itself the second of two articles about the
guerrillas.
Popular Front for the Libera- rising number of shoplifting
Washington and Jerusalem tion of Palestine recruited four crimes and what is being done
waited with bated breath for Japanese leftists who shot up to stem the tide.
any sign that the Russian-dom- the Lod airport and killed and
inated Syrian air force might wounded scores of innocent byBy JON THOMPSON
intervene. It didn't, but presi- standers.
Copley News Service
Western governments and indential adviser Dr. Henry Kissinger later was to describe it ternational security organizaMost retail establishments,
as "the most dangerous mo- tions are now expected to be they chain or single stores,
ment" of the Nixon administra- launch new investigations into figure on an approximate 2 to 5
tion.
the Palestinian movement in per cent stock shrinkage.
of Munich. And, IsraThe cost of this shrinkage
Hussein won and the civil the wake
reacting with force — as percentage is then figured into
war defeat gave a name to the el is
expected.
the establishment's profit
-Black September Movement"
Every capital faces one stark structure and merchandise
— the most violent, most frustrated of the Palestirlian fact. Until peace is achieved in pricing procedures.
the Middle East, the warTrue, not all shrinkage is due
splinter groups.
within-a-war cannot be isolated to shoplifting. Some of it results
For the last two years, inter- and the forbidden door cannot from such criminal activity, to
national violence has become be opened wide to understand- be sure, but some of it
also rethe Arab terrorist's trademark. ing by men in all countries.
sults from internal store theft,
American and Eussipean jetliners have been hijacked and
destroyed. Jordan's prime
minister was assassinated in
Cairo. A factory in West
Germany was sabotaged because it built equipment used
Frances Drake
by the Israeli air force. An oil
refinery in Trieste that processed Israeli crude was dynaFOR WEDNESDAY.OCTOBER 18, 1972
mited. The Israeli Embassy in
Bonn and F1 Al Airline offices
Look in .the section in which Plan, negotiate, call meetings,
in Europe we. attacked. Mu- your birthday comes and find consider propositions which
what your outlook is, according seem to have good potento the stars.
tialities.
SAGITTARIUS
ARIES
(TWO OF THEM- WERE
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 gr#1
4 (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
El/EN51NaRE
Mixed influences.
You may run into snags or
obstacles — but you can handle Carelessness in "minor"
them well. Pep up an old idea, matters could cause a series of
keep your vision broad. Think undesirable situations, reacover past experiences and profit tions. Use your wit and
graciousness to hold the line.
by them.
CAPRICORN
t(*
TAURUS
Dec 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
i Apr. 21 to May 211
An early, well-ordered start
Day awaits YOUR move. can put you ahead of many, give
Stellar interests are fairly you advantages they will be
generous, but you may run into striving for later. But
some complex situations which KEEPING UP the good trend
to-ne
will require exceedingly good will count, too.
judgment to solve.
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
21 to Feb. 19)
( May 22 to June 21) n4
111- Jan.
Fine stellar influences! Your
Avoid a present tendency
toward procrastination, and do personality will be bright, your
not overcrowd your schedule. ideas convincing, and you
Caeratene
Be realistic in demands and do competent IF you pitch in with
not expect the unreasonable. will and grit.
CANCER
PISCES
(June 22 to July 231 1134(=) I Feb. 20 to Mar.
20)
Don't
let
unexpected
Look to revitalized ambition
situations dismay you. Prevent and lofty
inspiration to help you
them from crossing you up by put over
most ideas and plans
being your usual philosophical now. A
good day, under Nepself and stressing good tune's
generous influence.
management.
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YourIndividualHoroscope

NO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Planets indicate some
complications not easily
unravelled. Yet, by diligent
process, you will be able to rack
up more than just fair results.
VIRGO
i Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Tread warily, to avoid
needless errors and rubbing
others the wrong way. Tact and
understanding will do a great
deal to keep matters going
smoothly.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Gain extra time for special
interests by consolidation,
cutting red tape, eliminating
nonessentials from
your
schedule. But be careful not to
omit important details.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22i IL*
Mars suspicious. You can
accomplish a great deal now.
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Stores tighten security
to fight rising thefts
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In 1970, he massed his forces
for a bold attempt to take over
the government of Jordan. For
two weeks, Palestinian refugees threatened to overthrow
King Hussein. As the fight seesawed. American air and ea vat
strength moved into the Eastern Mediterranean.

YOU BORN TODAY are
governed by the Sign of Libra, a
symbol of justice, friendship
and humanitarianism, You can
accomplish a great deal in a
lifetime, but must learn to curb
your emotions and a tendency
toward excessive pride. You
have a lively imagination and a
great love of beauty, but may
express both in intellectual
forms rather than in artistic
ventures. You have a talent for
writing which, coupled with a
strong discriminatory sense,
would make you an outstanding
literary or dramatic critic. In
fact, the theater in general is an
excellent medium for your
talents. Other fields in which
you could excel: The law,
statesmanship, diplomacy and
business counseling. Birthdate
of: Thomas Love Peacock,
novelist, poet; Inger Stevens
and Melina Mercouri, actresses.
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destruction of merchandise
during loading, packing, e'c.,
careless handling, improper inventorying and improper stock
accounting.
What's being done to combat
this astonishing but little
known crime wave? For one,
stores are now more eager to
prosecute alleged shoplifters
than ever before. And they are
hiring their own security
forces.
Carl Goodsmith is director of
security for Merit Protective
Services in Los Angeles. He has
a long list of accomplishments
in the security field, including
jobs as security director for
some leading chain stores.
He says stores acquire reputations for being soft or hard
touches and outlines a program
for making a store the latter.
Of primary importance,
Goodsmith says,is for the store
to decide in favor of prosecuting virtually every shoplifting
case that it comes across. Also,
the store must have a security
department that really cares
about catching shoplifters.
In addition, Goodsmith says
he would organize an antishoplifting committee made up of
sales personnel, he'd send out
fact sheets dealing with the nature of the crime and its
punishments to parents and
teachers in the area, he'd request cooperation from area
courts and judges, he'd seek
help from the chambers of
commerce and area coordinating committees and he'd write
press releases dealing with the
problem.
"We also like a training program for nonsecurity employes„" Goodsmith says,
"We'd teach the people what
shoplifters take, how they take
it and the tools they use, such

Call
753-1916
ft

as booster boxes, booster bags
and booster bloomers, oversized coats with hooks sewed
inside them and ordinary magazines and newspapers."
Goodsmith, who at one time
was security director for one of
the large Montgomery Ward
stares, says in setting up a pro
grant for an individual store he
always used one male protection supervisor and one female
store detective.
-I've found that female detectives are more capable and
more efficient than men," he
says. Since most shoppers in a
retail store are women. a woman detective just fits in better.
"I also lobbied hard for keeping the store displays a minimum height — sir the clerks
could keep their eyes on people
who might otherwise be
tempted to hide behind a display and stuff something into
their purse or booster bag.
-We used two-way mirrors
mounted high in the walls of the
stores and we kept telephones
by these mirrors. That way
when we saw someone lifting
something we could phone
down to a floor man and catch
the person."
Goodsmith says some stores
go as far as to use closed circuit
television to actually try and
record shoplifting incidences
on videotape for use as evidence in court.
"But the best shoplifting preventative. of all," Goodsmith
says, "is an alert employe.
Four magic little words spoken
by him prevent more shoplifting than anything else — they
are,'May I help you?' This tells
the shoplifter he or she has
been noticed.
"When that happens, they
usually don't care to shoplift."
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PEACE OR WAR?

GENERAL HOUS
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big or too small.Call
436-2159, Jim.

Listless Egypt
hangs in limbo
By JEANNE KUEBLER
.
, Copley News Service
CAIRO — The overwhelming impression one receives in
the Egyptian capital and
countryside is of a people not
expecting war, despite what
President Anwar Sadat and
other officials may declare in
formal speeches.
Egypt's leaders insist there
is no way out of the Mideast
diplomatic impasse except
war between the Arabs and
Israel now that, in their view,
the American initiative for a
partial settlement to open the
Suez Canal is dead and
buried.
But other sources hint that
attempts to bring about negotiations are still possible_
"Not only are the Egyptians
being careful not to break the
cease-fire," said one knowledgeable informant, "they
also have been very careful
not to slam the door shut on
indirect talks that might lead
to a partial agreement."
With the U.S. initiative dormant, the focus has shifted
beck to the United Nations'
efforts to resolve the deadlock.
Special U.N. envoy Gunnar
Jarring is expected to renew
his interrupted efforts to
bring the two sides closer together in the near future, despite chronic Israeli coolness
toward Jarring.
Meanwhile, Egyptian leaders, while giving lip service to
the "inevitable" military conflict, are going about their
business.
Premier Aziz Sidky has just
completed a tour of Egypt's
governorates I provinces),
checking into local needs, inaugurating new projects,
promising local administrators thousands of Egyptian
plaids for a water purification plant here or a new textile
factory there(
Officials of the government
oil corporation eagerly outline
their hopes to draw foreign oil
companies into exploring
Egypt's Western Desert and
plans to build an oil pipeline
from the Gulf of Suet to the
Mediterranean, bypassing the
closed-down Suez Canal.
And Tourist Ministry officials are busily interesting
European investors in building new hotels igganticipitilon ,
of an upsurge in,tourism.
None of these ventures, of

•

- course, would make sense if
there is likelihood of a renewal of hostilities between Egypt
and Israel.
But the officials concerned
shrug off any questions on
such a "political" topic.
Still, the present state of affairs holds danger for the
Sadat government. Sadat's
rule has been shaky since he
assumed the mantle of the
late pan-Arab hero, Carnal
Abdel Nasser.
Internal criticism focuses
on the government's failure to
move toward either war or
peace.
""Thii7business of turning
hot and then cold can't go on
indefinitely," said a graduate
student at Cairo University
who had taken part in last
January's demonstrations
there.
The few hundred protestors
demanded to know where
Sadat was leading Egypt.
After things quieted down
I and 145 student "ringleaders" were arrested), the president told the demonstrators
that Egypt was mobilizing for
war.
But little has happened
since — except for the almost
daily speeches by some member of the cabinet. "We can't
be whipped up to a war frenzy
continually, only to have nothing happen," the student concluded. "Something will
give."
Another Cairene voiced the
same theme.
"A lot of people don't like
Sadat anymore," he said, noting rising prices and a new
austerity program. "They
don't understand that he simply doesn't want to go to war.
But this business of war-is-on,
war-is-off is no good either."
The cease-fire continues to
hold, with at least one benefit
for both sides --- few castitalties.
On the other side of the
blocked Suez Canal, the Israelis remain cautiously optimistic over long-term prospeets for a settlement -reached at direct negotiations ._
with Arab states.
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MUSIC LESSONS: all band instruments, all ages. Pianos,
strings, guitar; beginners only.
Experienced teacher. 7531470.
017P 1970-12'x44' EDEN mobile home,
two bedrooms. New couch and air
ATTENTION HOME owners: Let onditioner. See at
Fox
us completely cover your home Meadow's Trailer Court, Ewith Reynolds weather tight 10.
018P
aluminum siding. Also we do
soffitt and overhangs on brick. CREOSOTED POLES and penta
Storm windows & door, shutters treated lumber. Also styrofoam
and carports. Free estimates. Logs for dock flotation. Murray
Call Garland's Aluminum Ser- Lumber Company, 104 Maple
vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or Street.
018C
Sedalia 328-8398.
October23C
NO regret, the best yet; Blue
CUSTOM COMBINING, plus Lustre
carpets
cleans
hauling corn or beans. Phone 753- beautifully. Rent
electric
8090.
October25C shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire
021C
Shopping Center.
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing ind ANTIQUE FURNITURE, china,
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or cut glass, lamps. J. M. Adams
753-7625 nights.
TFC and Son, Cox Mill Road,
018P
Hopkinsville,886-2773.
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and BELTONE FACTORY fresh
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, hearing aid batteries for all make
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
TFC hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. 018C
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank PLATFORM ROCKER, good
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC condition. Phone 753-5091. 018C
GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
Installation or rework. No job too
big or too small.Call for estimate
October23P
436-2159, Jim.

pt
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ercial spraying. Local painter.
References. Free estimate.
Phone Farmington 3822299.
October20C
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FOR SALE

TIRE SALE

PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING,
experienced in interior and exterior. Fully equipped for all
painting. Free estimates. Phone
489-2287.
October17(

SEARS KENMORE portable
dishwasher, one year old, gold, 4
speed. Can be built in. $120.00.
017C
Phone 753-0638.

A

GLL

Cain
Gulf Station

NOTICE

THREE BEDROOM brick home
with 14S baths, patio, outside
storage building. All appliances
built-in. If interested phone 753017C
5287.

PRE SIDEKT

*
HIATRS
'I WE CAN LICK 11-115 OPINION POLL 13U6A1300. WE'LL START ONE OF OUR OWN.'
WANT TO BUY

WANT TO BUY

LOGGERS

Aluminum Plates

PREMIUM PRICES PAID FOR
SOFT HARDWOODS

1969 CHEVELLE TWO door
hardtop, vinyl top, 350 engine,
bucket seats, automatic in floor.
1971 SET OF World Book En- Phone 753-9641 after 4:00
017P
cyclopedias with Child Craft. p.m.
$250.00. Phone 753-2325.
017C
1971 IMPERIAL LeBaron,
LARGE DESK, $22.00. 16" loaded, telescoping height and tilt
Motorola portable TV., $25.00. wheel, electric seats, stereo, etc.
Apartment size electric range, Low mileage, immaculate,
112.00. Small swivel rocker, $8.00. 14940.00. Phone 753-8316.
018C
017C
Phone 753-1566.

will be open from Sat 9 a.m. till Sunday
1:00 a.m. You may make reservations for your
child by phoning .
753-9922

DIANA McClain Farley is now
working at Personality Beauty
Shop. Call for an appointment
today: Night appointments
Monday through Friday. 7535461.
019P

CALL

The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916

NOTICE

* NOTICE *
FOR HOMECOMING
Jack & Jill Day Care Center

MC6OVERNI

'BY OWNER; four bedroom
,home, with large den, large
private patio, large utility room,
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
and Middle Schools. Priced to
sell. Bank loan available to right
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
TFC
753-6342 nights. ,

1964 INTERNATIONAL SCOUT.
$800.00 or best offer. Top
mechanical condition. Will trade
for Jeep with cloth top of comable quality._ Phone 753-4184
after 5:00 p.m.
TFC

Additional purchases of wood required to meet
expandira production. Steady market.
- Contact Ray Watkins Wood Procurement Forester
CeiOteX

Corp.

Box 1090, Paris, Tenn. 38242
Phone 901-642-1230
Home 901-642-9631

'KELLY's TERMITE and Pest
•:ontrol, phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street. "Every day you
delay lets bugs have their
way."
TFC

NOTICE

*

"THE MAN'S WORLD"
Call for Appointment
Now

753-0511
FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
house, large utility, garage,
upstairs, lots of storage space.
Electric or gas heat. Phone 7538243 or 753-0480 after 5:00
T
FC

UNDER NEW management.
Westerman Brothers Body Shop,
formerly Green's Body Shop, now
open to general public. Bumping,
painting, also aluminum welding.
No job too big or small. Located
seven miles out New Concord
0141C
Highway, 121 South.

FURNISHED APARTMENT,wall to wall carpeting, heat, air ,,MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
Conditioned, utilities furnished.
307 N. 4th 753-6091
One block from - University
RADIO, TELEVISION.
SMALL APPLIANCE
campus. Couples. only, no pets.
SALES & SERVICE
May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC SPECiALIZING IN CB & CAR
RADIO REPAIR

SIX ROOM house, fully furnished. Available now. Located
WANT TO BUY acetylene cutting WANT TO BUY Pond Scoop for 109 South 12th Street. $95.00 per J & W Texaco. Jerry Ross and
Charles Aldridge managers.
and welding torch, with or tractor, used Phone 753month. Phone 753-4331.
TFC
Opening Friday, September 22.
without tanks and gauges, also 3896
019C
FURNISHED APARTMENT, Speclializes in Mercedes Benz,
post hole digger for three point
hitch. Phone 436-5519.
019P WANT To BUY old furniture, living n um', kitelien, bathroom Toyota and Volvo. Also car air
conditioning and road seesice.
cab,. junk, or anythirig of value. with shower and bath. One or two,
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- 07-9594,11ardin,Ky.'October 21C
tic
436-2135.
017C
LOST & FOUND
MOILS, South 16th Street, 753FOR SALE OR TRADE
6609.
NoveinIxT7C
Pants getting a bit snug,
FOUND MALE Dachshund,
Have a carefully seasoned
Saturday evening, October 14, on
vegetable
plate for lunch or
121 Bypass, wearing collar. 1970 KAWASAKI 500. Phone 753- TWO BEDROOM trailer, couple
supper 3 vegetables 69
preferred.
References.
B.B.
See
phone 489-2627.
cents
Mere or Go
TFC
023C 8550.
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court,
Murray Drive In Theatre enHELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
TFC
trance.

GARAGE ANTIQUE Sale,
Saturday, October 21, 10:00 a.m.2:00 p,rp., 1810 Loch Lomond
Drive. No early sales. Very old
plantation desk
partially
1964 FORD Galaxie, automatic
Stripped), $135.00. Complete wall
WILL DO any kind of hauling, telephone, $0.00, another, $50.00, DAIRY CROSS cows,safe in calf, "power steering, new tires.
including garbage in county. At telephone cases and parts. Two two Maine-Anjou. Phone 474$250.00. Phone 753-6966.
017?
2297.
017C
the lowest prices. Phone 753pocket watches,( running), $20.00
1966 CADILLAC Coup DeVille, all
019C each, many cases and crystals.
7450.
1964 CHEVROLET V-8, four door power, nice Priced to sell. Phone
Edison Victrola, beautiful walnut
hardtop, full power. 1962 753-8905, after 5:00 p.m.
023C
WILL no - babrsttting infinish__ 50_ very old records,
Chevrolet V-8 two door, straight
019C perfect, $135.00. Waterbury
home. Phone 435-5172.
shift. 1951 Chevrolet pickup Li 19;
70 MAVERICK. Car is trr
clock, (runs), $40.00. Seth
ton. Small refrigerator, electric cellent condition. New tires and
furnished or COME TO Canton, Ky.-, home of
_ TWO BEDROOM
Thomas clock case, $17.00. Gone
apetrtlerir,---centraPthe Red Geranibm:
017C
cook
Onfurnis
-ER
stove. Phone 753-7143. 017C superb gas mileage. Extra sharp.
CARD OF THANKS
With The Wind kerosene lamp,
heat
and
air.
Good
location.
Phone 753-8818 or 753-9997. 019C
$45.00, another damaged, $20.00.
Available October 1. Phone 753We would like to thank our Spitoon, $15.00. Shaving mug, HOSPITAL BED, same as new
Montgomery Ward
4331.
TFC
Complete with mattress. See 1966 JEEP CJ-5. Has metal top.
many friends, neighbors and $4.00. Other
1203 Chestnut
lamps, parts, clocks,
Mrs. Dow Jones, Browns Grove Less than 28,000 miles. $1450.00.
relatives for the food, flowers and and old junk.
Sale. Wednesday MI',
Jig saw, $12.00,
UP shop, near Midway.
CLEAN
or
phone
345-2525.
all other kindnesses shown us in motor,$6.00.
017P Phone 436-2448.
10 percent off all Returno.:
023C
Openings available in Kentucky and Tennessee
020C
Phone 753-5311.
025e
Goods
the sudden death of our loved one,
Open till 7 00 P M
DUNE BUGGY. Phone 753-5553
Dale Hill.
for mature men and-women in fast food
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
JOHN DEERE one row corn YAMAHA 175 Enduro. 1500 miles.
from
8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. or 753We especially thank the Poplar picker, in good condition, $250.00. Good condition. Phone 753lake. 'N.() bedrooms, air con.cop 2598 after 5:00p.m.
operations. Experienced preferred, but will train
Spring Choir, Blalock-Coleman Phone 489-2646 after 4:00
8550.
019C
dangled, completely furnished.
Funeral Home and Rev. Jack p.m.
023C
If You
if you are ambitious and want to advance. Good Will rent by week or month.
AUCTION SALE
Jones for his comforting words.
TEC
PI ate 436-2284.
"BIG CARPET Sale." Just
May God bless each of you who BEDROOM SUITE and dining recieved 3 new truck loads.
While AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
salary and benefits. Write:
have helped make our burden room suite. Phone 753-8767. 019P it lasts. Long shag, short
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted.
shag October 21, 10:00 tem. at the
lighter.
color TV,air conditioned, electric.
Phone.
carpet, Rubber back and jute Uncle Claud Smith homeplace,
The Family of Dale Hill 1TP 15' SKI BOAT with heavy duty back, hi-lo pattern, 12' and 15'1
heat, $100.00 per month, deposit
three miles north of Coldwater,
required. Phone 753-7358.
TFC
Parisline trailer and 75 H.P. widths, printed design carpet, Kentucky on the Backusburg
Please Mail Replies to Address Above
The family of Mr. J. D."Papa" Johnson motor. $850.00. Phone commercial type carpet, rubber
Before 5:00 p.m.
Road. Folks this is one of the best
TWO BEDROOM trailer, electric
Dill wish to express their ap- 436-2448.
023C back; 12' and 15' widths. sales of the year with more anor
month.
$45.00
Phone
per
heat.
preciation for all the kindnesses
Congoleum vinyl Causinfloor, tiques and collector items than WANTED FULL time help; Shirt WANTED PART time or full time
489-2595.
017C
shown them during the past year. BALED HAY.Phone 753girl and counter help (sewing waittess. Evening shift. Apply in
$1.99 square yard. Thousands of you ever saw.
We are sincerely grateful to Dr. 5351.
023P yards carpet of different styles to
Will only list a few; Extra helpful). Apply in person to Big B person to Paglia's Pizta, 510 TWO BEDROOM duplex apartBetween 5:00 p.m.
Hugh Houston and to the staff of
choose from. In stock now. Our special.high poster, other poster Cleaners, Central Shopping Main.
ine.nt, central heat and air,
Cedar Crest, Murray Hospital THREE BEDROOM Monarch prices start $2.99 square yard to and high
& 6:00 p.m. In The
019C
back oak beds, extra Center.
cai-pet throughout, ceramic tile
and West View.
1TP mobile home, central heat and $3.95 square yard. The home of nice
chair, rockers, trunks,
Evening
bath, drop in range. Phone 753air, all electric, carpeted. Un- bargains. Paschall & Son treadle sewing machine, old WANTED MAN Or boy for full
7850 or 753-1585.
TFC
If you know your route
The family of Clarance Bar- derpenning and porch. Excellent Disran House, Hazel, Ky., 492wardrobes, old walnut sideboard, time miscellaneous work. Apply
boy's number, please cab
nett, wishes to take this means to condition. Phone 753-9901. 019C 9733.
017P little walnut drop leaf table, in person to Bernard Steen at
TWO BEDROOM 10'x48' trailer,
him first. If you get no
thank all of their friends and
drum table, spool leg and other Lassiter-McKinney Datsun. TFC
$30.00 per month, water furresults then call John
neighbors for their kindness and COUCH ( hide away bed) and 30" ELECTRIC
range, also fancy tables, rocker, oak
nished. Located west side of
Day & Night Shift
Pasco , Jr, at the above
sympathy during our time of Thair- 3 ladies coats, (size 14-16), brown two piece
living room dressers, Duncan Phyfe dining WANTED WOMEN to do leather
Almo. Phone 753-6920.
019C
number during the hour,
sorrow. Also for the food, cards, 2 with fur collars, little girls
(8) suite. Both in good condition. room suite, complete with fancy work. See George Keistler, 607
Apply In, Person
listed
and flowers. They were deeply coat, pants, suits, dresses,
un- Phone 753-2515.
018NC china cabinet, two old pie safes, South 4th Street. No phone calls
ONE BEDROOM furnished
appreciated.
, .:at
derwear and boots. Phone 753019C
spinning wheel, wall telephone. Please.
apartment, 1610 Farmer Ave.
A special thanks to Dr. Am- 4768.
019C SLIDE PROJECTOR, Sawyer dinner bell, good picture frames,
Phone 753-5914. For girls or
mons, the Blalock-Coleman
N1I'SIC
ladies.
500 R. Complete remote control. old books, old graphanola or
019P
Funeral Home, Bro. H. D. Lax OIL BURNER furnace and fuel
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
1-100 slide circular tray. 2-36 slide record player.
and Bro. Roy Beasley for their tank. Ideal for clean tip shop or
South 12th St.
TWO BEDROOM air conditioned
easy load trays. $30.00. Phone 18" china doll, old and original.
iCAN
tisA80,,,
S200,ei,e
hors t
Pianos -Organs
helpfulness and kind words. 1TP warehouse. Phone 753-4846 or 753trailer, one mile from Murray.
753-7783 evenings.
017P Lots of good old glassof all kinds. smallest
AT
E
N
lo
i
See why more people buy
Prices
4417.
$85.00 per month. Water fur023C
very special water sets, china •start at $795. Only $10 down
Wurlitzer than any other
and
piano
Sales Service Rental
ONE ELECTRICAL service pole pitcher, hand painted roses, $10 per iiionth. lake access. All PART lIME or full time, day or nished. Phone Cadiz 5Tr--Michigan mark
purchase Practice piano and
LANSING, Mich. 4UPI I - PORTABLE STEREO and cart, with services for two trailers. preserve stands and lots more.
evening. Counter help needed
023C
water.
studios
388 Music Center.
central
including
For the first time, motorists three years old, reasonable price. Canopy bed with matching chest, Wash kettles, tea kettles, churns, utilities
must beoneat, clean and over 18
Murray. Ky 753-7575
ph„ni_x 436_5320.
TFC
drove more than 5 billion miles Phone 753-4811 after 5:00
Apply in person between 3:00 and SMALL FOUR room house with
$40.00. New living room suite jars, jugs, flat irons, corn shelter,
in one month in Michigan
p.m.
019C (couch, 2 chairs, ottoman) several sets of brass knob
6:00 p.m., Monday through bath, electric stove. With garden
homes
on
the
the
reports
-CORNER.
LOT. 108'x229,
during May,
$125.00. Used windows and doors, kerosene lamps, swinging' corner of Melrose and Beorit:-eFriday. _Contact Mr. Boyd at privileges if desired. On Hazel
Michigan Highway ,ComMusic Lessons
HARLEY
1972
DAVIDSON
Burger Chef.
027C ilighw-ay;--b-y - Nesbitt Fabric
mission.
(50 cents to $2.00). Phone 753-6406 Aladdin lamp, wall lamp, Gone Phone 492-8232 after 5:00
Professional teachers of
Shop,
Highway department experts Sportster, 1970 model, 350 or 753-1566.
4
miles
from
Murray.
017C With The Wind lamp, and many p.m.
Piano,
organ, voice, guitar,
020C NEEDED ONE salesman to work
estimate 5.064 billion miles Bridgestone. Phone 753-8804 after
Phone 492-8356.
accordion. drums and band
TFC
more. Lots. of ,hand tools,„
Murray area. Company car
were driven on the state's
Insluments J & B Music
019P AKC REGISTERED German This is just a small part of the
Etc OWNER; -leduced:- three furnished for business and
Gen ex, Murray
Ky
115,000 miles of highways,
753FURNISHED
TWO
bedroom
Shepherd
good
puppies.
436Phone
items,
don't
miss
757S.
it.
country roads and municipal
bedroom brick at 1106 South 16th pleasure. Group hospital and life
trailer,
with
washing
--machine
5624.
Sale
017C
conducted
by Otto Street. $20,000.00. Phone 753streets. The previous high was
SERVICES OFFERED
insurance, retirement paid 100 and dressing room separate from
Chester's Auction Service. For 1668.
4.97 billion mike in July,
TFC per cent by company. $8000 to
1971.
ANTIQUE PIANO,. also two information call 435-4042, Lynn
bath. Also city water furnished.
PEST CONTROL
$12,000 first year potential. Must Only $70.00 per month. Phone
Siamese kittens, 10 weeks old, Grove, Ky., or 345-2485. Otto
Protects
Coating.
H&H SEAL
have
previous
sales
experience
Phone
fall blooded Seal Point.
Mayfield•Colleett47-6107. 0231'
Chester, Auctioneer, Dan Miller, 60 ACRE FARM with 5 room
.AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
DO your youngsters enjoy driveways from winter freeze. baythel Turley 753-9973.
023C Assistant. "It Pays To Sell The brick house, 8 miles south of or sales aptitude. Interviews wil
and
driveways
new
Preserves
$15,00. Six month guarantee. Nil,
To
make
it,
chocolate milk?
beheld
any
day
after
5;00
p.m.
or
NICE
FOUR
room
furnished
Chester Way." •
Murray'', on Highway 121. Day
monthly contract required.
add a few tablespoons of choco- renews old driveways. All work 1969 HONDA 175 Scrambler.
Watch next week's paper for phone 753-1443, after 5 pan. 436- on Saturday if necessary. Cal apartment, two blocks from court
late syrup td a cup of cold milk guaranteed and free estimate.
Orkin
in
Paducah 44'2-8251 collect square. Phone 753-4645 after 4:00 Superior Exterminating ComPrice
$385.00.
Phone
753-7907
another
big
auction
sale in Lynn 5489.
• ' TFC for
,
and shake or beat vigorously.
023C
Phone Mayfield 247-7201.
pany, phone 753-7266. October20C
appointment.
TFC p.m.
after 4:00 p.m.
019C Grove.
019C
019P
•
•

TRIANGLE INN

MANAGER itirMANAGElt I

TRAINEES

usiness of turning
en cold can't go on
y," said a graduate
t Cairo University
taken part in last
's demonstrations

Miss Your Paper

hundred protestors
to know where
s leading Egypt.
ings quieted down
student "ringleade arrested), the presd the demonstrators
-pt was mobilizing for

P.O. Box 32-W, Murray, Ky. 42071

753-1916

753-7278

itUe has happened
except for the almost
ches by some meme cabinet. -We can't
ped up to a war frenzy
ally, only to have nothpen," the student con"Something will

WANTED
WAITRESS

r Cairene voiced the
heme.
t of people don't like
nymore,"he said, noting prices and a new
ityv program. They
derstand that he simn't want to go to war.
s business of war-is-on,
ft is no good either."
cease-fire continues to
ith at least one benefit
th sides - few casual-

Jerry's

the other side of the
Suez Canal, the Isremain cautiously optiover long-term profor a settlement at direct negotiations
Arab states.
•

ialloon lifted man on his
flight in Paris Oct. IS.

trip out of 10 cars in the
rd States hate one or more
ds.ly onderinflaied tires,
the Nptional Automobile

4

Cl

Another View('

NICE 3 bedroom Brick Veneer
home on acre lot on Hwy. 121
about 10 miles West of Murray.
Corner 6th &Main
Carport, electric heat, 1L2 bath,
Phone 753-5862
built-in kitchen, low down
payment and assume loan only
MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', three $20,000.
years old. Two bedrooms, A nice 3 bedroom frame home
modern furnishings,central heat. 1,.2 acres all fenced, near Stella,.
Phone 753-2294 days or after 5:00 only 3 years old has good well,
p.m. 753-8444.
017C large living room den combination, nice kitchen, lots of
cabinets, built-in stove,
baths,
1968 SHELBY 12'x60', furnished air conditioner and refrigerator
mobile home. Central heat and included. $18,600. Possession in
air, washer included, Spanish 60 days. Call for appointment.
interior, concrete patio. Phone 1,2 acres near Browns Grove
753-8456 after 5:00 p.m.
017C on blacktop. Four room home and
bath, large storage house, pony
shed, good garden, only $7,500.
Galloway Insurance & Realty
Agency, Murray,Ky. 7535842.
019C
About Our

25' each

753-1916

L

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

Call
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Tony Wilhoit To Be -Former Murray
Woman Expires
Kentucky Defender
LOUISVILLE, Ky. t AP —
Gov. Wendell Ford announced
today that Anthony "Tony"
Wilhoit of Versailles will be
Kentucky's first public defender.

the defense.
Ford said that system often
resulted in 'Inadequate preparation and as inexpensive a defense as possible."

Under the public defender
During a news conference, program the state will provide
the governor also outlined how legal representation for persons
the program, authorized by the charged with a crime who can't
1972 General Assembly, will afford a lawyer. The system
work.
will vary from county to counWilhoit was serving his fifth ty
year as Woodford County attorFrank Haddad, who headed
ney. While a student at the Un- up the committee that subiversity of Kentucky, he served mitted names to the governor
as a legal aide for the attorney for appointment to the post of
general.
public defender, said that in
metropolitan areas the public
Wilhoit was sworn in by
defender might be an appoinJudge James Chenault of Richtive office, whereas in rural
mond.
areas, where there is less need
Ford said he was asking Wilfor representation, it would be
hoit to organize the program
more feasible for the court to
within 90 days.
appoint an attorney, and to pay
Public defender offices will
him for his expenses in each
be established in each of Kencase.
tucky's 53 judicial districts. In
Wilhoit said he thought the
establishing the program this
year. the legislature appro- Kentucky public defender propriated $2.6 million to get it gram would be more flexible
than, those in other states or
started.
Wilhoit said he would start than the federal program.
visiting local officials next.
The new public defender, who
month. He added that there gave
up his post as Woodford
probably would be some varia- County
attorney when he took
tion in the program among the the oath of
office today, said he
districts and said local Officials felt the
job of organizing the
would be given much leeway in program
would
be
a
setting it up.
tremendous challenge. Wilhoit,
Ford said Kentucky now is who has
practiced law in Veramong 14 states with a public sailles
since passing the state
defender system.
Jaw board, served five years as
Previously in Kentucky a county attorney.
judge would assign an attorney
He also served one year as
to represent a defendant who Versailles police court
judge,
said he could not afford coun- and three years as city attorsel. The lawyer was not paid a ney. He is a 1963 graduate
of
fee, nor was he reimbursed for the University of Kentucky
law
any money he spent preparing school.

Kentucky Roundup
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)—The co-chairman of the Republican
National Committee, Ann Armstrong. was scheduled to travel to
Nashville, Term., following an appearance at a rally in Louisville
this morning.
She and Mrs. Peter Flanigan, wife of a White House aide, and
Mrs. Fred Malek, wife of an administrator for the Committee to
Re-elect the President. are conducting a 6500-mile bus tour
through the country on behalf of President Nixon's re-election.
also scheduled to appear was Herbert Klein, President Nixon's
communications director.
CADIZ, Ky. t AP )—About 60 commercial catfish breeders are
expected to attend a state-widerneeting at Barkley Lake Lodge
near here Oct. 30.
The president of the group, Myron Ray of Graves County, said
thS activities at the meeting will include adoption of the
organization's constitution and by-laws.
LEXINGTON, Ky (AP)—The co-founder and medical director
of the Troyer Clinic at Madisonville said Monday that ore
effective linking of the talents of educators and health
care
professionals could improve overall medical care.
Dr. Loman Troyer was the keynote speaker before about 130
health care personnel at the 4th annual Oktoberfest sponsore
d by
the Appalachian Regional Hospitals, the University of Kentucky
Medical center and the Ohio Valley Regional Medical Program
.
The session concludes Wednesday.
Dr. Troyer also said regional health education systems
can
spark improvements in both the quality and quantity of
health
care manpower.
WASHINGTON (AP)—The Supreme Court has declined
to
review a decision by a U. S. Court of Appeals in Cincinatti
that the
commanding office of Ft. Knox has the right to
control
distribution of an ant,Ustilitary newspaper.
The Supreme Court voted 8-1 to refuse the review Monday.
The Ft. Knox case originated in 1970 when a group of
soldiers
started publication of a newspaper called Information.
Gen.
William R. Desobry banned the paper, and the soldiers
filed suit.
The general's action was upheld by a federal court
in Louisville
and later by the appeals court.

World News Briefs
SAIGON 1AI
— Military
spokesmen reported today that
Communist forces seized half a
dozen government hamlets in
the central highlands, but said
government forces retook one
of them by dusk.
He said the wave of attacks
on villages had been ordered by
a new Communist "Resolution
X10" calling for political cadre
to plant the, Viet Cong flag in
as many villages and hamlets
as possible.
WASHINGTON AP) — President Nixon's top national security adviser, Henry A. Kissinger, is back in Paris today
meeting with North Vietnamese
negotiator Xuan Thuy in another round of peace talks, the
White House annouriced.The peace talks are being resumed after a five-day break
during which both sides consulted with their respective
goaernrnents. , As in the past,
the White House announced no
details of the secret talks.
WASHINGTON 1AP — A
$2544, a) spending limit and a
trimrr down foreign aid bill
)(awned today as potential snags

for legislators anxious to adjourn the 92nd Congress and
get home to their re-election
campaigns.
But a $6-billion Social Security-Medicare compromise was
expected to get through, assuming both the House and Senate
can muster quorums.
Campaigning absentees left
the Senate short of a quorum
Monday—the House took the
day off—and the pressure of
getting back 'to neglected campaigns offered Congress' best
hope for speeding up settlements of the foreign aid and
spending-limit bills.
BELFAST ( AP) — British
troops killed four more persons
in Northern Ireland Monday ag
the government went ahead
with plans to hold the first elections in five years in the embattled province.
Bloody Protestant riots in the
streets of Belfast, apparently
spurred by the planned Dec. 6
election, resulted in the deaths
of a man and a 15-year-old
youth, official spokesmen said.
Other troops killed two gunmen
at a roadblock near a country
village.

Word has been received of the
death of Mrs. Elizabeth Murphey, formerly of Murray, who
died Sunday at 11:45 p.m. in a
hospital in Fresno, California.
Mrs. Murphey was 70 years of
age and was born in Graves
County. Her parents were the
late J. B. and Sarah Warford.
Her husband, Garland Murphey, who survives, is a former
teacher at Murray State
Teachers College. They moved
to California from Murray in
1941.
Survivors are her husband,
Garland Murphey of Fresno;
two sons, Glenn Allen Murphey
of Salinas, Califronia, and John
W. Murphey of Mesa, Arizona;
two sisters, Mrs. E. L. Bean of
Paducah and Mrs. Mary Green
of Mayfield; five
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at ten am. at the
Liberty Baptist Church in
Graves County.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery
with.
the
arrangements by the Lindsey
Funeral Home, Paducah, where
friends may call after five p.m.
on Thursday.

Faculty Hall...
(Continued from Page 1)
been
presented
the
Distinguished Professor Award
by the association at the annual
banquet.
—Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
university president, who will
unveil the plaque listing 37
people with faculty rank who
have been presented 25-Year
Distinguished Service Awards
at the annual alumni banquet by
the Alumni Association.
Recipients
of
the
Distinguished Professor Award
since the program was initiated
in 1964 are: Dr. C.S. Lowry, Dr.
Liza Spann, Dr. Max Carman,
Dr. Walter Blackburn, Mrs.
Evelyn Linn Allbritten, Robert
Saar, William Taylor, Dr. Karl
Hussung and E. B. Howton.
Faculty who have received 25year awards are: Richard A.
Johnston, Dr. Lowry, Mrs
Carrie
A. White, Mrs.
Allbritten, Miss Margaret
Campbell, Miss Beatrice Frye,
Miss Cleo G. Hester, Dr. Carman, Mrs. Lillian Hollowell
Adams, Dr. Blackburn.
Miss Ola B. Brock, Price
Doyle, Leslie R. Putman, Miss
Roberta Whitnah, Dr. Alfred M.
Wolfson, Preston W. Ordway.
Roy Stewart, Dr, Spann,
Howton, Miss Mayme Whitnell,
Dr. Marvin 0. Wrather, Miss
Rubie Smith, Vernon Anderson,
Wesley Kemper, Dr. William G.
Nash.
Mrs. Lillian Lawry, Miss Arm
Herron, Richard W. Farrell,
Mrs. Elizabeth Ordway, Dr.
Hugh L. Oakley, Miss Clara
Eagle, Auburn J. Wells, Dr.
Josiah Darnall, David J.
Gowarts, Mrs. Verda H. Happy
and Robert L. Hendon.
Each person whose name is
included on a plaque will also
receive a medallion struck to
commemorate the 50th Anniversary Observance of
Murray State.
Housing the departments of
mathematics, English,
Romance and Slavic languages,
history, sociology, and political
science within the School of Arts
and Sciences, Faculty Hall was
first opened for classes in the
spring semester of 1971.
. Built at a cost of $2,748,154,
the—tibilding includes 53
classrooms and 122 faculty
offices.

Politics

Severe Weather Hampers Rescue
Attempts For Missing Airplane
ANCHORAGE, Alaska tAP) Orleans bar and said that
— Severe weather along Boggs is "our kind of people."
Alaska's rugged southern coast
-It's kind of a Brooklyn
threatened to hamper search area," Cocke said of the surefforts today for a missing light rounding scene. -All kinds of
plane carrying House Demo- people and Hale Boggs could fit
cratic Leader Hale Boggs of right in with any of them."
Louisiana and three other perAl nearby St. Mary's Assons, including Alaska's only sumption Roman Catholic
House member.
Church. the Rev. Reinhard
A spokesman for the Air Stump said prayers would be
Force's rescue coordination offered at services today.
center said The forecast for
-And the Sisters in the
today was for strong wind,
heavy overcast and -very mar- schools will ask the children to
pray. But I guess we have to
ginal flying weather."
Meanwhile, an Air Force expect the worst," he added.
Boggs was on the last leg of
HC130 rescue plane searched
throughout the night for the the lightening-quick fund-raismissing craft, which failed to ing trip for Begich when the
show up late Monday on a plane left Anchorage. It was
scheduled 2 1-2 hour, 560-mile scheduled to arrive at 5:30 p.m.
EDT. A spokesman fvr the Fedflight to Juneau.
eral
Aviation A t.n
ikrt reation
Aboard the twin-engine Cesgh fuel
sna 310 were Boggs, 58; Rep. said the plane had
Nick Begich, a 40-year-old to last until around 8 p.m.
Jonz, president of Pan-AlasDemocrat; Begich's administrative assistant, Russell kan Airways, a small air taxi
Brown, 37; and the pilot, 38- service which operates the
plane, had charted a course
year-old Don E. Jonz.
Boggs' administrative assist- from Anchorage in the southant, Gary Hymel, said in Wash- central section of the state that
ington that the last radio con- would have taken the "One
tact with the plane came 12 across Prince William Sound,
minutes after takeoff Monday, then southeastward along the
mountainous
when Jonz filed a flight plan. glacier-covered
coastline to Juneau in Alaska's
There was no sign of trouble.
, "We assume that the airplane panhandle.
The plane had a search locais down," an FAA spokesman
ter beacon, which is designed
said Monday night.
Boggs, who left Washington to activate during a crash.
"So far, we haven't heard a
on Sunday and had been due to
return this morning, had gone squawk out of it," said William
to Alaska to campaign for Beg- Moore, a spokesman for the
ich, a native of Eveleth, Minn., National Transportation Safety
who is seeking re-election to a Board in Anchorage.
Maj. Patrick W. Whitaker,
second term.
Boggs' wife, Lindy, was the the pilot of the Air Force HC130
only member of the family at which flew the search mission
home in Bethesda, Md., Mon- throughout the night, said he
had "heard nothing" from the
day night.
As the word spread to Boggs' missing plane and that visibilhome state of Louisiana,.there ity in the area "was zero.Officials said the HC130 is cawas an unmistakeable ring of
A
affection for the congressman
Edward Cocke stood solemnly
on the sidewalk outside a New

Seen & Heard ..
Con tinued from Page I
inside. The ceiling is high and
the cave is huge. Beautiful.
Most of the cars are Fiats. The
roads are narrow but apparently adequate. The food is
excellen
, t. We did not eat
anything we could get here.
Gained ten pounds but it was
worth it.
Italy is shielded from the bitter
cold by the Alps so the climate
in the summer is semi-tropical.
Palm trees,cactus, Olive Trees.
grape vines.
We wondered at the similarity
of many plants. We saw Maple
trees, Elms Ind Sycamore. The
gardens are beautiful with
Cannas, Lantana, Pyracantha,
Chrysanthemums,
Althea,
Marigold, Roses, Daisy and
Cockscomb.
Wood is scarce so homes are
built of masonry with tile roofs,
even outbuildings.
The water is bad so we drank
bottled water.
Bernini did the colona' de at the
entrance of St. Peters.
We saw Ghiberti's bronze doors
at the baptistry of San Giovanni
in Florence. It took hint 25 years
to complete these doors which
are covered with gold. An
astounding sight and a marvelous work.

In the main square in Florence,
we saw original works of
One who didn't mention it sculpture we had read about all
was President Nixon, who our life.
made a surprise appearance
before the National League of The Vatican has treasures
Families of Prisoners and Miss- which are unsurpassed in the
ing in Southeast Asia, which world. Stood in the rain for
three hours with 15,000 other
was meeting in Washington.
He told the frequently cheer- people to see the Pope. St.
ing audience that there will be Peter's square which is in front..
no settlement of the war that ofthe Vatican will hold 300,000
"imposes a Communist govern- people.
ment on the people of South While in Rome, we did as
Vietnam" and "under no condi- they did, ate their delicious.
tions will we abandon our pris- bread,deserts and food which is
oners of war and our missing in jammed with calories which is
why we gained so much.
action."
Sen. McGovern brings a nineWe'll cut out the bread and
day II-state campaign tour to a
close today with a rally at Fort deserts again and maybe we'll
Worth, Tex., before returning lose what we gained,
to Washington. He is scheduled
to tape a half-hour speech that Any student who wonders why
will be broadcast on national he should learn another
language will know why if he
television Friday night.
McGovern campaign spokes- goes overseas anywhere. If you
men revealed that he has re- can't communicate in English,
ceived a new influx of dona- you just might find a niutual
tions and his campaign is no language. Communicating with
longer in serious financial diffi- someone in a different language
is a delightful experience.
culty.
•

II

(Conthnied from Page 1)

TUESDAY—OCTOBER 17, 1972

Rites Held Today
At Church For
Ricky Darnell

The funeral services for
Ricky Darnell, age 17, are being
held today at two p.m. at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ with Bro. Bill Threet and
Bro. Roy' Beasley officiating.
Active pallbearers are Ken
Mott, Dean, Lanning, Mike
C,athey, Gary Buchanan, Cliff
Dibble, and Larry Lockhart.
Honorary pallbearers are
Barry Hughes, Ralph Dibble,
Jeff Dowdy, Roger Hughes,
Scott Ammons, Tim Recker,
Tim Lassiter and John Hina.
Interment will be in the
Antioch Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Survivors are his mother,
Mrs. Dulcie Miller Darnell, and
James King of 204 Spruce one brother Gary Darnell, both
Street, Murray, died Monday of 1202 Sycamore Street,
morning at his home. He was 67 Murray; one sister, Mrs. Benny
(Sandra) Wright of Florence;
years of age.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
The body of King was found at
Toy Darnell•of Browns Grove
his back __door. -eel'
.M.2,92.Y
morning and Calloway County 1_and,id,ra,,,.__.rocie Miller, 1605
- rray.
Deputy Coroner James Shelton College Farm Road,--Ifir
Darnell, a senior at Murray
said he death was due to natural
causes. King evidently had been High School and member of the
in the yard to get some clothes varisty football team, was
off the line and was fatally pronounced dead at the Murraystricken as he started back in Calloway County Hospital on
the house, Shelton said, King Sunday at five p.m. He was a
lived with his father, Owen iiiiii&r of the Seventh and
King, but he is now a patient at Poplar Church and was the son
of the late Felix Darnell who
the hospital.
Survivors, include his father, died from injuries in a tractor
Owen King of 204 Spruce Street, accident on May 21, 1961.
The young boy died from
Murray; one brother, J. D. King
of Murray; one niece, Mrs. injuries from a 22 caliber pistol
Lavonsa Williams, and one woundin the right ear sustained
great niece, Little Miss Latisha while he and a classmate
Roger Hughes, were reportedly
Williams, Hopkinsville.
The funeral services will be fixing duck blinds near Pine
held Wednesday at two p.m. at Bluff Shores on Kentucky Lake
St. John's Baptist Church with Sunday afternoon, according to
Sheriff Clyde Steele who was
Rev. - C
.
, E.'Timberlake ofcalled to the scene.
ficiating.
A coroner's investigation was
Interment will be in the
Murray Cemetery with the held Monday afternoon at the
arrangements by the Rutledge Cfilloway County Court House.
Funeral Home. The wake will Calloway County Coroner Max
Churchill and Calloway County
be held tonight (Tuesday) from
eight - to nine- o'clock .at the Attorney Sid Easley said the
Rutledge Funeral Home; death was ruled -accidental
however friends may call at the death" after the testimony of
sworn witnesses. heard at the
funeral home until the funeral
investigation on Monday.
hour.

James King
Dies Monday
At His Home

Uniform Milk Price Up
25 Cents Last Month
The September 1972 minimum
uniform price in the Paducah
milk marketing area was 1.6.80
per hundredweight for milk containing 3.5 per cent butterfat,
market Administrator Fred L.
Shipley said, The September
price was 25 cents above the
price announced for August
1972 and is 50 cents above the
price for September .1971.
The minimum Class I price
for milk testing 3.5 per cent
eutterfat was $6.86 per hundredweight, while the September
Class II price was $5.10.
A total of 262 producers delivered milk to Paducah market
during September and each producer delivered an average of
1,293 pounds of milk daily, according to Shipley.
During August of this year
there were 258 producers on the
market and 301 in September of
1971.
Producer milk pooled in this
area market increased 0.4 per

cent on a daily basis from August to September but decreased
0.9 per cent from September
1971. During September. 93.5
per cent of the producer milk
was classified in Class 1 compared to 80.9 per cent for August and 78.6 per cent in September of last year.
Shipley, whose office is in
Maryland Heights, Mo., reports
that daily gross Class I milk
for September from pool plants
increased 18.3 per cent from the
previous month and was up 14.5
per cent. from September 1971.
Daily distribution of. Class I
milk inside the Paducah marketing area by pool plants increased 23.1 per cent from September 1971, while distribution
outside the marketing area increased 8.7 per cent,
According to the market administrator, daily distribution
of Class 1 milk inside this marketing area by nonpool plants
was up 1.2 per cent from September of last year.

r

Dr. L. J. Hortin, director of
journalism at Murray State,
was one of the featured
speakers at the last meeting of
the Pennyrile-Purchase District
Agency Committee.
Hortin first gave a brief
history of the lake area. Noting
that Kentucky was overlooked
'during the Depression as
a
tourist spot, he explained that
an association of 40 members
went to
Knoxville and
Washington to promote the
development of the Barkle7
Valley.
In 1928, the Aurora Dam Club
was formed to promote this
idea, Hortin said,.and in 1933
TVA began construction on
Kentucky Dam. The dam was
dedicated in 1945 by President
Harry Truman.

In 1966, Barkley Dam was
dedicated, Hortin said, and
Murray was the first city in
Kentucky to have TVA power.
Hortin also explained about a
survey taken on how to improve
tourism in Kentucky. The
questionnaires were sent to 30
editors of newspapers in the
Pennyrile-Purchase region.
Various questions about the
economy of the respective
counties and the effect of
tourism were asked.
Several suggestions were
inide concerning how to improve tourism in the state,
Hortin said. Among these were
a Fall Leaves Festival, antique
cars, Dogwood
festival,
historical attractions, theatre
tai the lake with stories of
Abraham Lincoln and Thomas
Jefferson, folk festivals, winter
sports, and more waterconnected sports.
Otis Erwin, of the College.of
Business and Economics spoke
on the risks in business, and
Hank Lindsey, Director of the
Funeral services for H. C. West Kentucky Waterlands also
spoke.
Corn, president
Murray
Discussion followed conbusinessman, were held this
morning at ten o'clock at the cerning problems of tourism,
chapel of the J. H. Churchill lack of interest in some counFuneral Home with Rev. David ties, lack of uniformity in
county standards, coordinating
C. Roos officiating.
Serving as active pallbearers state and local promotion of
were Clegg Austin, Paul Risk, tourism, and other topics.
Mansfield Farmer, Buddy
Farmer, Bob Farmer, Charlie
Costello, Harold McReynolds,
Rob McCullon, and Fulton
Farmer.
Honorary pallbearers were J
D. Rogers, Bob Cone, Kent
Miller, Vernon Butterworth,
The Kentucky Dietetic
Beale Outland, Cecil Farris,
Mitchell Story, -Holmes Ellis, T. Association is holding its fall
C. Doran, Gus Robertson, Sr., meeting at Barkley Lodge.
Cadiz, today and tomorrow.
Gus Robertson Jr., A.P. FarRegistered dietitians from
mer, Hub Erwin, Stark Erwin,
across the state will participate
Jackie Butterworth, Newt
in a panel discussion titled
Outland, John Waggoner,
"Stipulate, Stimulate .or
Hughes Giles, Nat Ryan
Stagnate." Panel members will
Hughes, Hanap Brooks, H.
be Gene Hum, Eugene Flood
Glenn Doran, W C. Elkins. Dr.
and Dale Honchel from Murray
A. H. Titsworth, Joe Dick, Wells
State University's School of
Overbey, John Irvan, Cullen
Business.
Phillips, Burr Waldrop, Ed
Dr. George Avant will discuss
Watson, and Oren Hull.
"The Anatomy and Physiology
Interment was in the Murray
of the Gastrintestinal Tract as it
City Cemetery with the
relates
to Nutrition." and Dr.
arrangements by the J. H.
Thomas
McHorse
chose
Churchill Funeral Home.
"Clinical Indications for Diet in
Corn, age 71, was stricken ill
the Management of Digestive
suddenly at his home on
Disorders" as his topic for the
Saturday and died at the
group. Both physicians are
Murray -Calloway County
members
of
Vanderbilt
Hospital at 8:05 p.m. He 'was
University's Department of
asio—claW IWIIT-The--- rowers1_43ose Leaf Tobacco Floor, and
. Wednesday afternoon
was former co-owner of Cornsessions include a discussion on
Austin Men's Clothing Store
"Nutrition and the Drug
here. He was a member of the
Problem" by Willard Alls,
First Christian Church having
P.PH., from Murray Calloway
serveil as a deacon.
County Hospital. William
Survivors are his wife, the
Sullivan, President Pro Tern
former Lillian Farmer, who he
Kentucky Legislature will in..married on September 19, 1925,
form the group of "Current
of Murray Route One; one
Legislature Pertinent to the
daughter, Mrs. Jean Cooper of
Health Field."
Atlanta, Ga.; one brother, Col.
The Kentucky
Dietetic
Palmer Corn of Denver.
Association has 235 members.
Colorado.

pable of picking up locator beacon signals while flying at high
altitudes above bad weather.
The poor weather conditions
and fog in the area of Prince
William Sound and along the
coast threatened to keep Civil
Air Patrol planes out of the sky
today. They were thrown- into
the search Monday night but
were pulled out due to darkness.
The missing plane would
have flown over the Chugach
Mountains, which range from
5,000 to 7,000 feet along the
coastline.
A spokesman Tor a firm selling the search locator beacon
said the instruments can
transmit a radio signal up to
20,000 or 30,000 feet, but would
be blocked off by high mountainous terrain. ,
Temperatures in the area of
the search were below freezing.
Boggs, with a 29-year political career behind him, was in
Alaska to campaign for Begich.
Boggs began his congressional career in 1941 when at 26 he
became the youngest Democrat
in the 77th Congress.
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People In The News
DUBLIN t API—President John F. Kennedy's 73-year-old Irish
cousin is barring the public from her home where Kennedy'
s
great-grandfather was born because she wants "a little bit
of
peace in my last years."
-I'd rather people remember Jack and Robert in their prayers
without traipsing through my place," Maty Ryan said Monday.
-How would Mrs. Rose Kennedy like to be wakened at four
in the
morning with a busload of toursits wanting to come around
the
place?"
The little farmhouse is in Dunganstown, County
Wexford,
Kennedy visited there in 1963 and had tea with Mrs.
Ryan. Since
then there have been more than 100,000 visitors.
Mrs. Ryan said she did not charge the tow-sits but did
sell a few
souvenirs that "only paid the cost." SANTA MONICA. Calif. ( AP )—Television comedian
Andy
Griffith has been divorced after a 23-year
marriage.
Superior Court approved a property settlemen
t Monday but
didn't disclose the terms.
Barbara Griffith, 45. whose suit charged
irreconcilable difference's, will have custody of the couple's
12-year-old daughter,
Dixie. The 46-year-old actor will have custody
of their son, Andy
14.
PARIS (-API—Mrs. Georges Pompidou, wife of the
French
president, has decided not to attend the opening
of tie'film "The
Godfather."
The decision, announced Monday by Elysees
Palace without
explanation,- was apparently made because some Italians
were
upset with her plans to do so.
Le Monde said reports that Mrs. Pompido
u would attend a Ellin
associating a friendly neighbor nation with
the Mafia so irritated
Italy that it made a discreet diplomatic represent
ation here to
express displeasure.
ISTANBUL( API—Patriarch Shenouda III, leader
of the C,optic
Christians of Egypt, leaves for Damascus today to
complete a
five- country Visit to Orthodox leaders.
Shenouda dand Ecurneni al Patriarch Demetrius I
completed
talks on Christian unity Monday "in an atmosphe
re of brotherly
understanding and affection," a spokesman said.
Bishop Samuel, who acts as '.head of the Coptic
Church,'
ecumenical division, said Demetrius, spiritual leader
of the
world's 200 million orthodox Christians, visited
Shenouda during
'the evening in his hotel to continue
talks that started in the
morning. Shenouda leads Egypt's one million Coptic
Christians.
-These are the first contacts toward rejoining
the two eastern
Christian families. in 15 centuries," Bishop Samuel
said.
•
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